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Abstract

Low-Noise Local Oscillator Design Techniques
using a DLL-based Frequency Multiplier

for Wireless Applications

by

George Chien

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering "
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Paul R. Gray, Chair

The fast growing demand of wireless communications for voice and data has

driven recent efforts to dramatically increase the levels of integration in RF transceivers.

One approach to this challenge is to implement all the RF functions in the low-cost CMOS

technology, so that RF and baseband sections can be combined in a single chip. This in

turn dictates an integrated CMOS implementation of the local oscillators with the same or

even better phase noise performance than its discrete counterpart, generally a difficult task

using conventional approaches with the available low-Q integrated inductors. This is a par

ticularlysevere problemin RF systems such as AMPS,where the channel spacing is small

and close-in phase noise must be extremely low.

In this thesis the fundamental performance limit of a local oscillator design using a

DLL-based frequency multiplier is investigated. The distinctive timing jitter accumulation

pattern of a DLL-based frequency multiplier is analyzed in detail to predict the phase

noise performance based on the thermal-noise-induced jitter of the source-coupled differ

ential CMOS delay cell implementation. The result suggests an unique phase noise signa

ture compared to a PLL approach using a VCD. Due to the limited timing jitter
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accumulation in a DLL, the close-in phase noise performance of the DLL-based frequency

multiplieris much lower than that of a monolithic VCO.

The specific research contributions of this work include (1) proposing a new local

oscillator architecture using a DLL-based frequency multiplier that breaks the traditional

LO phase noise limitations, (2) an analytical model that describes the phase noiseperfor

mance of the proposed local oscillator architecture, (3) the application of the DLL-based

frequency multiplier to a monolithic CMOS low-phase-noise local oscillator for cellular

telephone applications.

To demonstrate the proposed concept, a fully integrated CMOS local oscillator uti

lizing a DLL-based frequency multiplier technique to synthesize a 900MHz carrier with

low close-in phase noise was designed. This prototype, implementedin a standard0.35|Lim

CMOS technology, achieves -123dBc/Hz phase noise at 60kHz offset while dissipating

130mW from a 3.3V supply, meeting the requirements of the IS-137 dual-mode standard.

Approved By:

Paul R. Gray, Committee Ch^r
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Chapter 1

Introductton

1.1 Motivation

The market for wireless communication has grown explosively in recent years with

the fast development of new products and services. Current devices on the market, such as

cordless/cellular telephones, wireless LAN's,- and GPS/satellite receivers, utilize the fre

quency spectrum between 800 MHz to 2.5 GHz for communication. As technology

advances, today's savvy consumers demand wireless systems that are low-cost, low-power

and with a small form-factor. Therefore, much recent effort in circuit design for wireless

systems has been devoted to the design of a single-chip transceiver implemented in the

low-cost CMOS technology [1][2]. This requires researches in new transceiver architec

tures and circuit design techniques that will enable a fully integrated RF transceiver. One

of the key components in the integrated RF transceiver is the frequency synthesizer, whose

main functions are to provide a precise carrier frequency for the local oscillator and to sup

ply the accurate timing information for the sampling circuits in baseband (i.e., switched

capacitor filter and analog-to-digital converter). This dissertation focuses on the new
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design technique of a DLL-based frequency multiplier that is used as the local oscillator

for wireless applications.

To achieve optimal system performance, the following two factors areessential: pre

cise frequency generation for local oscillators in communication systems, and accurate

timing-edge generation for sampled-data circuits in baseband. For most communication

systems, a reference crystal oscillator either provides the required timing information or

functions as a reference for a frequency synthesis block, such as a Phase-Locked Loop.

Therefore, minimizing the additive timing error (noise introduced in the active circuit

block) is the primary task in the design. In some systems, timing information and data are

recovered from a corrupted signal (for example, local area network, ADSL, fiber-optic

link, etc. [3][4][5]); in this case, low-jitter timing generation is desirable.

Two main types of timing uncertainties are critical in conununication systems: tim

ing jitter and spurious tones. Timing jitter is the random timing fluctuation of clock edges

in the time domain. In a sampled-data application, random timing fiuctuation affects the

timing accuracy of the sampled data. Spurious tones are periodic timing fluctuations of

clock edges in the time domain. In a wireless transmitter application, spurious tones in a

local oscillator create undesired spectral emissions at undesired frequencies. Many

sources of errors that are present in actual implementations of the system may also affect

the timing uncertainties, including supply variation, substrate coupling, etc.
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In most wireless communication systems, information is modulated and transmitted

at a much higher frequency than the signal bandwidth, commonly known as the carrier fre

quency. A precise frequency synthesizer, usually implemented with a Phase-Locked Loop

(PLL), is used to generate the carrier frequency. To maximize the spectral usage and opti

mize performance within the available bandwidth, timing uncertainties (both random and

periodic) need to be minimized. Conventionally, the Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO)

in a PLL is implemented with an external resonator, such as a LC-tank. An external reso

nator is generally of very high quality, which minimizes noise contributions. However,

with the reduction of the external component count and an increasing level of integration

for RF transceivers, the selectivity and sensitivity are often compromised by using inte

grated VCOs.

Already present in today's clock/data recovery systems (such as disk drive read

channels and lO/lOOBase-T LAN applications), an on-chip ring-oscillator [6] and a volt-

age-controlled delay line [7][8][9] have resulted in a higher integration and lower cost

solution than discrete component implementations. An increasing number of research

publicationsemploy various VCO and synthesizerdesign techniques to target radio appli

cations [6][10][11][12][13][14]. However, because the phase noise requirement of wire

less systems is generallymore difficult to achieve, integratedVCOs and synthesizers may

not be useful for RF frequency synthesiswithoutnew design techniquesthat improve their

performance.
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1.2 Research Goals

This research addresses the issues regarding the localoscillator integration in CMOS

for wireless applications, and investigates the use of a DLL-based frequency multiplier as

a localoscillator to avoid the timing jitter accumulation in oscillators. Detailed analysis is

given to estimate the phase noise performance of the DLL-based frequency multiplier; in

addition, CMOS design techniques of the local oscillator are also presented. For demon

stration purposes, an experimental prototype based on the analysis of this research is

designed to meet the specification of IS-137 cellular telephone standard [15].This system,

commonly known as the AMPS/TDMA system, is widely available throughout the world.

Due to the narrow channel spacing of 30kHz, this standard represents one of the more dif

ficult phase noise specifications in wireless systems.

The key contributions of this work are:

1. A DLL-based frequency multiplier whose timing jitter does not accumulate from

cycle-to-cycle, and whose noise performanceis independent of the low quality fac

tor of on-chip spiral inductors.

2. An analytical model that describes the timing jitter and phase noise performance of

the DLL-based frequency multiplier, taking into consideration the thermal-noise-

induced jitter performance of CMOS differential source-coupled delay cells with

PMOS triode-region loads.

3. The application of the DLL-based frequency multiplier analysis to a monolithic

CMOS low-phase-noise local oscillator for cellular telephone applications.
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4. Experimental results for the DLL-based frequency multiplier local oscillator fabri

cated in a 0.35|im double-poly 5-metal CMOS process, which show a very good

agreement with the analytical predictions for phase noise and spurious tones.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 begins with a review of receiver and transmitter architectures. In particu

lar, several integration-friendly architectures are discussed in detail with design trade-offs

for different functional blocks. The role of frequency synthesizers in wireless communica

tion systems for both receivers and transmitters is then introduced.The two keynon-ideal

ities for frequency synthesizers, namely phase noise and spurious tones, are discussed

with their impacts on receiver and transmitter performance.

Chapter 3 begins with a brief review of Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) fundamentals as

well as the key design equations of a PLL, followedby an overviewof recentpublications

on integrated Voltage-Controlled Oscillators (VCO). This chapter concludes with a pro

posal of a new local oscillator architecture that addresses the two main issues that limit the

performance of monolithic VCO implementations.

Chapter 4 introduces the basic operation of the DLL-based frequency multiplierand

the concept to achieve low phase noise performance. Phase noise, caused by thermal-

noise-induced timing error in delay cells, is carefully studied, and a mathematical model

that characterizes the noise behavior is presented. Spurious tones, mainly due to mismatch
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in design, are also studied. These characteristics are taken into consideration in wireless

system designs.

Chapters 5 and 6 detail the implementation specifics for the DLL-based frequency

multiplier block transfer function, system equation, circuit design and prototype imple

mentation. This is followed by Chapter 7 which presents the target application and mea

surement results. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Frequency Synthesizer in Wireless
Conmiunication Systems

8

2.1 Introduction

There are many different types of wireless communication systems on the market

today, ranging from cordless and cellular telephones for voice to wireless local area net

work for data. A sample list of existing wireless communication systems is shown in

Table 2-1 along with their key parameters. Although these systems differ from each other

in many different ways (i.e. carrier frequency, channel spacing, modulation format, etc.),

they all contain a RF functional block to modulate and demodulate the transmitted and

received signals.

Different from the "wired" communication counterpart, all wireless applications

have two common characteristics: they share the same medium - electromagnetic waves

through the air interface - and they all operate in a passband around a carrier frequency.

The carrier frequency of recently developed wireless applications tend to increase as the

spectrum becomes more crowded. The electromagnetic wave received by antennas con

sists of many signals for different applications (including broadcasting radio and TV chan-
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TABLE 2-1 Summary of Wireless Communication Standards

Origin EIA/nA ELATTIA ETSI ETSI IEEE

Access FDD FDM/FDD/TDM FDMM>D/TOM FDMTOMTOD FH/RDM

Modulation FM 71/4 QPSK GMSK, diff GFSK (G)FSK

Daita Rate /
Channel

n/a 48kh/sec

^bi^symbol)

270.8 kb/sec 1.152 Mb/lbc l-2MWs(X

RF Channel

Frequency

824-848MH2(Tx)

869-893MHz(Rx)

824-848MHz(Tx)

869-893MHz(Rx)

890-915MHz(Tx)

935-960MHz(Rx)

0:1897.344MHz

9:1881.792MHz

2.4-2.5GHZ

Number of RF

Channels

833 833 124 10 75

Channel Spacing 30kHz 30kHz 200kHz 1.782MHz IMHz

nels, military information, aeronautical and maritime communication). For the wireless

receiver, the desired information is only a very small part of this broad spectrum of

received signal; as a result, it is inherently difficult to extract the desired information. To

maximize the bandwidth usage, higher carrier frequencies and more stringent spectrum

restrictions to prevent interference among different wireless applications are used. At the

other end, the wireless transmitter processes only the desired information and transmits

that at RF frequency; therefore, its specification is much more relaxed.

The receiver's RF block is generally characterized by its sensitivity and selectivity.

Sensitivity is a measure of the smallest input signal the RF receiver can detect while main

taining a minimum Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for a given Bit-Error-Rate (BER). Selec

tivity refers to the receiver's ability to demodulate a weak desired signal with a given BER

in the presence of large adjacent-channel signals. Although sensitivity is primarily deter

mined by the noise performance of the RF front-end circuits, and selectivity is largely

affected by the channel select filter at IF or baseband circuits, both performance measure-
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Fig. 2.1: Conceptual Block Diagram for Wireless Transceiver.

ments are also influenced by the quality of the frequency synthesizer. This chapter begins

with a review of receiver and transmitter architectures with an emphasis on integration,

followed by a discussion of the impact of frequency synthesizers' non-idealities on the

receiver and transmitter architectures. Examples of commercial standards are given for

illustration.

2.2 Receiver Architecture

Fig. 2.1 shows a conceptual block diagram of a transceiver for a cordless or cellular

telephone. In the receive path, the RF signal is first received at the antenna and then

passed through a series ofRF/analog signal processing functions in which the RF signal is

down-converted, amplified, filtered anddigitized. Thedigital output is then processed by

the Digital Signal Processing (DSP)block which may includedigital filtering, demodula

tion, and error correction. The codec accepts the DSP output and drives an ear piece or

speaker on the telephone.
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Since the receiver design is inherently more difficult, this section will focus on the

receive path of the RF/Analog Signal Processing block. Several different receiver archi

tectures exist today and can be categorized into four distinct groups: Superheterodyne,

Direct Conversion, Low-IF and Wideband IF with Double Conversion. Later sub-sections

describe the characteristics of each architecture and their impacts on the receiver perfor

mance. Most importantly, the potential of each receiver architecture for integration will be

presented.

2.2.1 Superheterodyne

The most commonly used receiver architecture today is the Superheterodyne archi

tecture. This architecture was first proposed by E. H. Armstrong in 1917 (U.S. Patent)

[16]; because of its superior performance, it has been widely used in various different

types of radio applications. Fig. 2.2 shows a simplified block diagram of the superhetero

dyne receiver.

In the superheterodyne receiver architecture, the received RF signal is first passed

through the external RF filter which attenuates the out-of-band blocker signals. Then the

RF signal is amplified by the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA). It is important to amplify the

RF signal at an early stage to increase the signal level and to minimize the impact of noise

contributions from later circuit blocks. The amplified signal is then passed through an

external Image Reject (IR) filter, typically one with the same characteristics as the RF fil

ter, to further attenuate out-of-band signal and noise, in particular the signal energy in the

image band^ The first local oscillator (LO) is avariable frequency synthesizer which gen-
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crates a channel-select RF frequency. Together with the first mixer, the first LO down-con

verts the desired RF channel frequency to a fixed Intermediate Frequency (IF).

The IF signal then goes through an external high-Q channel-select bandpass filter (IF

Filter) which rejects most of the adjacent-channel energy and passes the desired channel to

an IF amplifier. The second local oscillator generates a fixed IF frequency and down-con

verts the desired channel at IF to baseband with the second mixer. At baseband, the

desired channel goes through the final analog signal processing which may include filter

ing, phase compensation, equalization and digitalization.

This architecture enjoys an excellent sensitivity and selectivity performance due to

the presence of discrete high-Q filters. The RF and IR filters significantly reduce the

unwanted signal energy from the image band that would potentially degrade the sensitiv-

1. After down conversion, the image band signal energy coincides with the desired signal energy, degrading
the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Careful choice of IF frequency ensures sufficient attenuation in the
image band by both RF and Image Filters.
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ity. The high-Q channel-select bandpass filter attenuates the adjacent channel energy and

increases the selectivity performance by orders of magnitude. However, these external fil

ters are expensive and prohibit the full integration of the receiver.

From the frequency synthesizer point of view, the first local oscillator generates a

channel-select RF frequency which is required to synthesize channel frequencies in small

frequency steps. Because of the loop dynamics, this frequency synthesizer needs to have a

small loop bandwidth which does not provide the VCO phase noise suppression (will be

discussed in detail in Chapter 3). In the superheterodyne receiver architecture, the VCO is

generally implemented with high-Q external components which provides excellent phase

noise performance. However, using extemal components prevents full integration of

receiver. Recent examples of superheterodyne designs can be found in [17][18][19][20].

2.2.2 Direct Conversion (Zero-IF)

One step toward full receiver integrationwould be to remove the extemal high-Q fil

ters that are present in the superheterodyne architecture. Shown in Fig. 2.3 is the concep

tual block diagram of the Direct Conversion receiver architecture (also known as Zero-IF

or ZIF architecture). It consists of only one extemal RF filter in the receive path. This

receiver topology is commonly used in pageror two-way radioapplications wherethe per

formance requirement is relaxed. A recent publication suggests that this architecture can

also be used for cordless telephone applications with moderateperformance requirements

[21].
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As in thesuperheterodyne architecture, the received RF signal is first filtered by the

RFfilter which attenuates theout-of-band blocker signals, andthen the signal is amplified

by a LNA. The local oscillator is a variable frequency synthesizer whose output is cen

tered at the desired channel frequency. Together with the mixer, theLO signal down-con

verts the RF signal directly to baseband with the desired channel located at DC. Due to the

direct conversion of RF signal, no image band is present; this eliminates the need for the

IR filter in the superheterodyne architecture. In addition, no external IF filter is required

since there is no IF frequency. At baseband, the signal is then amplified and filtered by

continuous time filters and digitized by an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) for further

Digital Signal Processing (DSP).

14
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In the direct conversion receiver, prior to the input of basebandcircuits, the only fil

ter presentis the RF filter which attenuates energy fromout-of-band RF signals. Adjacent

channel energy relative to the desired channel remains unchanged at the baseband input.

Since the channel-select IF filter has been removed from the receive path for integration.
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the possible presence of the large adjacent channel energy with a small desired channel

signal translates to a stringent linearity requirement for the baseband filter and ADC cir

cuits [22][23]. Therefore, the sensitivity and selectivity performance of a direct conver

sion receiver largely depends on the design complexity of the RF and baseband circuit

blocks.

In addition to the adjacent channel energy problem, other system non-idealities need

to be overcome to achieve full integration. Two error sources contribute to the DC offset

in the receive path. First, the local oscillator output in the direct conversion receiver cen

ters at the desired channel frequency. A small amount of LO energy may be radiated and

then received by the antenna, and it can be self-mixed down to baiseband as a DC compo

nent. Due to the nature of direct conversion receiver where the gain in front of baseband is

limited, the DC offset due to LO leakage can be much larger than the desired channel

energy, hence saturating the desired signal. Secondly, the limited gain before the baseband

circuits increases the offset requirement of later circuit blocks. As a result, the DC offsets,

along with other error sources (i.e. 1/f noise) must be removed with careful circuit design

techniques or an adaptive feedback system.

As in the superheterodyne receiver, the local oscillator generates a RF frequency

which needs to increment in small frequency steps. In order to achieve low noise perfor

mance with a small PLL bandwidth, an external VCO is commonly used. This prohibits

the full integration of the receiver.
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Fig. 2,4: Low-IP Receiver Block Diagram.

2.2.3 Low-IF Architecture

One way to avoid the DC offset and 1/f noise problems in the direct conversion or

ZIP receiver is to place the down-converted signal away from DC. Shown in Fig. 2.4 is the

block diagram for a Low-IF receiver topology. The RF section is identical to the ZIF

receiver where no discrete filter, except the RF filter, is used in the receive path. The local

oscillator frequency is deliberately selected to be slightly away from the desired channel

frequency, so the down-converted desired channel will be centered at a frequency that is

equal to the difference between the frequencies of the local oscillator and the desired chan

nel. An integrated bandpass filter can be used at this frequency to perform channel selec

tion.

This topology eliminates the DC offset and 1/f noise problems of the direct conver

sion architecture by down-converting the desired signal to a frequency away from DC.

However, in addition to the integrated RF channel-select frequency synthesizer issue men

tioned in previous two architecture examples, the low-IF topology needs to reject close-in
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image energy. The down-converted desired channel is typically aboveDC, but low enough

to ease the implementation of baseband bandpass filter. However, this creates a new prob

lem of rejecting nearby image energy (typically a few hundred kHz away), much closer

than the image rejection band in a conventional superheterodyne receiver (typically tens

of MHz away). The conventional image band is strongly attenuated by the RF and IR fil

ters in the superheterodyne receiver architecture, reducing its effect on the receiver perfor

mance. Because the nearby image energy in the Low-IF receiver cannot be filtered by the

front-end RF filter, active image reject mixer techniques are required for this architecture

[24]. However, active image reject mixers generally achieve a limited image rejection due

to local oscillator I/Q phase and gain mismatches. Similar to the nearby image energy

issue mentioned above, the specified blocker energy can also be down-converted to a fre

quency closer to the desired channel than the original blocker location. This increases the

difficulty of designing the channel-select filter. Furthermore, the complexity of the inte

grated bandpass filter increases as the channel bandwidth increases due to the additional

poles and zeros needed to implement the bandpass filter function versus lowpass filtering.

Also, the power dissipation required for a wide bandwidth may prohibit a full integration.

Therefore, because of the nearby image and blocker energy, and integrated bandpass filter

issues, the low-IF architecture is suitable only for communication systems where the

nearby image and blocker energy is small and the channel bandwidth is relatively narrow.

An example of a low-IF receiver can be found in [25].
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2.2.4 Block-Down Conversion: Wideband IF with Double Conversion

The three receiver architectures above all use a RFfrequency synthesizer to perform

the channel selectionfunction. This requires the frequency synthesizer to generateLO fre

quencies in small frequency steps corresponding to the channel bandwidth. Due to the lim

itation of PLL transfer functions, this implementation requires high-Q external VCOs to

achieve the required noise performance for wireless communication systems. One tech

nique which may enable a fiilly-integrated receiver architectures is block down-conver

sion.

Block down-conversion technique utilizes a fixed-frequency first local oscillator

(LOi) to down-convert the entire RF band to IF. This technique may potentially eliminate

the need for discrete IR and IF filters in the superheterodyne architecture, and allows new

explorations of low-noise LGj design that only needs to generate a fixed frequency. One

example for this approach is the Wide-bandIF with Double Conversion (WBIFDC). This

architecture also addresses some of the issues mentioned in previous sections.

Shown in Fig. 2.5 is a simplified block diagram for WBIFDC [26][27]. This topol

ogy requires no external components in the receive path, with the exception of the RF fil

ter to attenuate out-of-band signals. It employs active image-reject mixers to reduce the

image band energy. DC offset caused by LO self-mixing is eliminated by using two LO*s

centered at frequencies different from the carrier frequency.
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Fig. 2.5: Wideband IF with Double Conversion Receiver Block Diagram.

The received RF signal is first filtered by the RF filter and amplified by the LNA.

Together with the fixsifixed-frequency local oscillator, the mixer down converts the entire

received RF signal to an IF frequency where a simple RC lowpass filter attenuates higher

order terms due to mixing. The second set of mixers, together with the second local oscil

lator tuned to the desired channel frequency at IF, down-converts the desired channel to

DC for channel select filtering and digitalization. Since no discrete filter is present in the

receive path for this topology, and the LOj is a fixed frequency synthesizer, the received

signal remains wideband at the IF frequency (i.e., all the channels are present at IF).

Hence, the name: wide-band IF is selected versus narrow-band at IF for the superhetero

dyne receiver architecture with the discrete IF filter.

With the double conversion, the image band energy is attenuated first by the RF fil

ter and canceled by the active image reject mixers. The DC offset caused by LO leakage is

eliminated with the double conversion. However, similar to the ZIF architecture, the adja

cent channel energyrelative to the desired channelenergy is unchanged throughout the RF
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section of the receiver, and this limits the linearity of the baseband section [22][23], Also,

the active IR technique is subject to the I/Q gain and phase mismatches. Therefore, the

sensitivity and selectivity performance of this topology strongly depend on the design

complexity of the RF and baseband circuit blocks.

One key advantage of this architecture over the previous ones is that the first local

oscillator is a fixed frequency synthesizer. For reasons which will be discussedin Chapter

3, this key advantage allowsthe PLL bandwidth to be optimizedto reduce the phase noise.

This enables the full integration of the frequency synthesizer, including monolithic VCOs.

Although the second local oscillatoris still required to be a variable frequency synthesizer

tuned to the desired channel frequency, the center frequency is at a much lower frequency,

inherently providing a better phase noise performance. Because it does not have discrete

filters and because the frequency synthesizer is integrated, this architecture makes possi

ble a single-chip CMOS RF receiver [26][27][28].

2.3 Transmitter Architecture

In contrast to RF receivers, RF transmitters accept baseband information (either dig

ital or analog) and perform RF/analog signal processing to transmit the information at the

carrier frequency through the antenna. Fig. 2.6 is the functional block diagram of a

transmitter. The transmitter performs modulation, up-conversion and power

amplification. The baseband signal is first conditioned by baseband signal pro-
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Fig. 2.6: Functional Block Diagram for Wireless Transmitter.

cessing to eliminate the unwanted information in the signal spectrum. Depend

ing on the modulation scheme for the wireless standard, the modulation and

up-conversion can be combined. The up-converted signal is power-amplified for

transmission through the antenna.

Sensitivity and selectivity specifications in a transmitter are more relaxed than for

receivers because the input signal is generally a band-limited baseband signal; distortion

and intermodulation are the important specifications. In this section, a survey of typical

transmitter architectures is presented, including the direct conversion^ double conversion

and PLL architectures. The discussions emphasize the relative merits of each architecture,

their integrability and frequency synthesizer requirements.

2.3.1 Direct Conversion Ti'ansniitter

The most straightforward method to up-convert the modulated baseband information

to RF is through direct conversion. Fig. 2.7 shows a block diagram of a Direct Conversion

transmitter where the channel-select LO frequency equals the carrier frequency. The digi-
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Fig. 2.7: DirectConversion Transmitter BlockDiagram.

tallymodulated signalis the inputto theDigital-to-Analog Converter (DAG), andthe ana

log representation of the input signal is filtered to eliminate aliasing due to the discrete

time DAG. The filtered analog waveform is up-converted directly to thecarrier frequency

bymixers, andit is power-amplified bythePower Amplifier (PA). Extemal RFfilters gen

erally are required before and after the PA to eliminate noise and spurious emission in

unwanted frequency bands, which limit the integrability of this architecture.

In a typical cellular telephone system, the output transmitted power can be as large

as +33 dBm. Accounting for the insertion loss from the RFfilter (worse with a duplexer),

the power output from the PA may need to be 30% higher. Since the carrier frequency is

identical to the LO frequency in a direct conversion transmitter, this modulated

high-power PA output signal will radiate and affect the spectral purity of the nearby VCO

output, which negatively impacts transmitter performance. This phenomenon is generally

known as "VGO pulling" or "injection locking".
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One solution to reduce VCO-pulIing problem is to use a VCO frequency different

from the carrier frequency. Fig. 2.8 is a block diagram of a direct conversion transmitter

using the offset LO mixing technique. The sum of the LO frequencies equals the carrier

frequency; however, each LO output is not affected by the PA output because their fre

quencies are sufficiently far away from the carrier in the frequency spectrum. The draw

back of this architecture is the generation of unwanted sideband from the offset mixing

process, which may require yet an additional filter.

2.3.2 Double Conversion Transmitter

Another approach to reduce VCO-pulling is to up-convert the baseband signal in two

or more steps to RF, so that the VCO frequency is far from the PA output spectrum.

Fig. 2.9 is the block diagram for a Double Conversion transmitter. In this architecture, the

baseband I/Q channels undergo the quadrature modulation at a lower frequency (LO2),
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and the resulted IF (intermediate frequency) signal is up-converted to the transmit fre

quency with LOj. The sum of the LO frequencies is the exact carrier frequency.

In addition to eliminating VCO-pulling, another advantage of double conversion

over direct conversion is that the I/Q matching is better because the quadrature modulation

is performedat a much lower frequency, LO2. However, spurious tonesgeneratedby LO2

will mix with the baseband signal to the vicinity of IF, and generating an undesired image

after double conversion. This is required to be attenuated to a sufficiently low level before

PA with an external filter.

In order to eliminate the external filterafter LOj mixing, multiple phasesof LO2 can

be used to generate an approximate sine wave representation of LO2, which can minimize

the harmonic mixing for low-order harmonics [29]. Furthermore, the RF filter before PA

can be removed at the expense of an additional mixer stage to perform the active image

rejection. Similar to frequency synthesizer considerations in the receive path, LO2 is cho

sen to be variable-frequency and LOj to be fixed-frequency to improve the phase noise
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Fig. 2.10: Integrated Double Quadrature Transmitter Architecture.

performance. This architecture enables the full integration of the transmit path including

the PA and is currently under investigation (Fig. 2.10) [28].

2.3.3 PLL-based li*aiisiiiitter

One other approach to reduce the post-PA filtering requirement is to use a

PLL-based transmitter architecture. This is shown in Fig. 2.11. In the conventional direct

or two-step transmitter architectures, a RF filter or duplexer is required to suppress spuri

ous emissions and transmitnoise fallen in the receive band caused by up-conversion mix

ers [19]. However, a RF filter or duplexer is generally expensive and has a high insertion

loss. The extra power required to overcomethe RF filter insertion loss is very significant

at this output power level and PApower-added efficiency (PAE). In [30], assuming a 50%

PAE for a transmit output power of 2W, an extra 0.5-dB insertion loss from RF filter

would require an additional current consumption of 136mA to compensate. This current

consumption is large enough to power the entire transceiver.
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The PLL-based transmit architecture uses a quadrature mixer to modulate the I/Q

channels to IF and a frequency translation loop, instead of a second mixer, to modulate the

signal to the transmit frequency. The frequency translation loop functions as a PLL where

the phase/frequency detector (PFD) detects the phase difference between the IF signal and

down-converted output waveform. The error signal is fed through charge pump (CP) and

loop filter (LF) to generate the VCO control voltage. This architecture minimizes the spu

rious tone generation (i.e., the image tone) by using a PLL, and the post-PA filtering

requirement is relaxed. Therefore, it allows the use of a simple low pass filter with a small

insertion loss and substantially reduces the power consumption and cost of the transmitter

at the expense of the circuit complexity.

2.3.4 Summary

In this section, various architectures for radio receivers and transmitters have been

discussed with their operations, relative merits and integrability. Considering all aspects of

each architecture with complete integration as the final goal, the wide-band IF double con-
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version receiver (Fig. 2.5) and the double conversion transmitter (Fig. 2.10) are the most

promising candidates. In addition to eliminating discrete high-Q filters in these architec

tures, they also allow new explorations of low-noise LO design techniques to synthesize a

fixed RF frequency. This LO can potentially be integrated onto the same low-cost CMOS

substrate with the rest of the transceiver. More details will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.4 Non-idealities in Frequency Synthesizer and Their Impacts

Although there are many different types of receiver and transmitter architectures as

described in earlier sections of this chapter, the frequency synthesizer function remains

unchanged, namely to provide a reference frequency for the frequency translation process.

In this section, a brief introduction will be given on the role of a frequency synthesizer in a

receiver. Following that, the two major non-idealities of a frequency synthesizer: phase

noise and spurious tone, will be presented. Their impacts on general receiver and transmit

ter architectures will also be discussed. More on this topic can be found in [31][32].

2.4.1 Role of Frequency Synthesizer

The role of a frequency synthesizer is to provide a reference frequency for the fre

quency translation function. Fig. 2.12 shows the RF sectionof a conventional superhetero

dyne architecture. The received RF signal is amplified by a LNA and filtered by the IR

filter. The resulting signal is the input to the mixer. For simplicity, assuming the received

signal,is a pure sine wave described by
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Fig. 2.12: RF Section of Superheterodyne Receiver.

fppit) = a{t) •cosi2%f^t + ^) (2 - 1)

where a(t) is the amplitude variation infpp{t) and is the desired signal frequency. An

ideal reference frequency generated by the frequency synthesizer,is

4o(0 = Ht) • sm{2nf^t + \|f) (2-2)

where b(t) is the amplitude variation infiQ(t) and is the LO frequency. Whon fpp(t) is

mixed mihfio(t), the resulting waveform can be described in a mathematical formula as

fjfit) = *cos(27C/^f +(j)}]. [b(t) •sin(27c/^r + \|/)] (2 - 3a)

=i •a(t) •b{t)' [sin(27c(/'̂ +f^)t +(j) +\y) - sin(27t(/^-f^)t+<|) - x)/)] (2 -3b)

In the case of a receiver, the up-converted term +f^) is cancelled or filtered out,

and the down-converted term appears at IF where fj^ = -/^|. Assuming the amplitude

variation can beignored, the resulting signal, fjp{t), is the received signal, fj^pit), mixed

with an ideal reference frequency, f^Q^t); it isfrequency-translated to anIF frequency. In
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Fig. 2.13: Frequency Translation with Ideal Frequency Synthesizer Spectrum.

the case of a transmitter, the up-converted term +f^) is preserved and the down-con

verted term (f^-f^) is filtered out to produce an up-converting frequency translation.

Therefore, the role of a frequency synthesizer is to provide the reference frequency,

, for the frequency translation function.

Fig. 2.13 shows the spectral representation of the frequency translation operation for

a more general case where the received signal spectrum consists of a weak desired signal

and many strong adjacent channels. This case is very common in wireless communication

systems today where the desired-channel user is close to the basestation while adja

cent-channel users are far away. If the frequency synthesizer output is ideally a pure tone,

the mixer down-converts the received signal spectrum in its entirety to an IF frequency.

The respective signal strengths between desired and adjacent channels remain unchanged
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until the signal passes through the discrete IF filter. In the case of superheterodyne archi

tecture, the discrete IF filter attenuates the adjacent channel energy significantly

(Fig. 2.12).

In a real world implementation, due to system noise and mismatch, the frequency

synthesizer output contains phase noise and spurious tones which are the two critical per

formance parameters. These will be the topics of discussion in the next two sections.

2.4.2 Phase Noise

In frequency synthesizer applications today, active circuits are often used to satisfy

systemrequirements and to sustain oscillations in a lossy LC-tank oscillator. The random

electronic noise associated with these active circuits causes uncertainties in the synthe

sizer output, and part of the uncertainties is considered phase noise.

Phase noise can be defined as the random timing fluctuation in an oscillator period.

Shown in Fig. 2.14 (square wave is shown for simplicity) are the time and frequency
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domain representations of phase noise. In the time domain, the presence of random timing

fluctuations in an oscillation period represents a low frequency noise modulated up to a

RF frequency by the carrier frequency. In the frequency domain, phase noise is the noise

energy around the center carrier. Ideally, an oscillator output spectrum centers at a single

frequency. With the presenceof phase noise, it spreads the carrier power over neighboring

frequencies and creates the phase noise "skirt".

Phase noise is generally specified in dBc/Hzat a given offset frequency for a partic

ular carrier.Therefore,phasenoisecan be found by measuring the ratio of the power spec

tral density (l-Hz bandwidth) at a given offset frequency to the total power at the carrier

frequency. Fig. 2.15 shows a typical spectrum of a synthesizer output and a phase noise

plot. The spectrum in Fig. 2.15(a) is the power spectrum of a synthesizer output with

phase noise. The phase noise can also be drawn as in Fig. 2.15(b). In this log-log plot,

phase noise (normalized to dBc/Hz) is plotted against the offset frequency, , from the

carrier, . In a typical oscillator, the phase noise profile follows the curve shown, where it
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3 2 0 2traverses through 1//^ » slope regions. The l//region is generally

referred as the "white frequency" variation region, since it is caused by white or uncorre-

latedtimingfluctuations in the periodof an oscillation. The behavior in this region is dom

inated by the thermal noise in the devices of the oscillator circuit. The 1// flicker noise of

devices also plays an important role for low offset frequencies; therefore, the spectrum in

this region falls as 1//^. The following subsection discusses the impact of phase noise on

radio transceivers.

Receiver

A high performance superheterodyne receiver (shown in Fig. 2.12) serves as a good

example to illustrate the effect of phase noise in a radio receiver. In Fig. 2.13, the fre

quency translation from RF to IF for a superheterodyne receiver has been shown with an

ideal frequency synthesizer output. In Fig. 2.16, the ideal LO output has been replaced

with a typical one having phase noise shown in the shaded areas under the curve.

In this example, the received signal spectrum consists of a weak desired channel and

many strong adjacent channels. While the LO center frequency down-converts the desired

channel to IF, the LO sideband phase noise energy (shown in shaded grey areas) also

down-converts the adjacent channels in the received signal spectrum to IF. Since the fre

quency difference is the same in both cases, the down-converted adjacentchannel falls in

the same frequency band as the desired channel and degrades the selectivity performance

of the receiver. In order to quantify the required phase noise for a typical system, an exist-
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Fig. 2.16: Effect of Phase Noise in Wireless Receiver.

ing commercial wireless communication system is used as an example to calculate the

phase noise requirement.

Also included in Fig. 2.16 is the blocking profile for a GSM family cellular tele

phone standard (DCS1800). With the reference sensitivity at -99 dBm, the nearest blocker

is located at 600 kHz away from the desired channel with the maximum power of -43 dBm.

Two stronger blockers, -33 dBm and -26 dBm, are located at 1.6 MHz and 3 MHz away

from the desired channel respectively. The channel bandwidth for GSM is 200 kHz. To

calculate the required phase noise, a few more parameters about the GSM standard must

be given.
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System Noise Hoor = -174dBm + 101og(200kHz) = -121dBm

Reference Sensitivity = -99dBm

System Noise Figure = 7dB (assumed)

SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) = 15dB

Output Noise Floor = -114dBm

In the GSM standard, the blocker performance is measured by first increasing the

desired channel energy by 3dB from reference sensitivity or, -96dBm; as a result, the

effective SNR is increased to 18dB. Then a blocker signal is applied to the receiver and

increased in signal strength until the output SNR drops by 3dB; or equivalently, the

blocker down-converted bythe phase noise increases the overall noise bya factor of 2.

Therefore, to calculate the required phase noise, the blocker down-converted by

phase noise should result in the same level as the output noise floor of the system. At

600kHz, thephase noise needs tobe-124dBc/Hz; for 1.6MHz and 3MHz, thephase noise

is required to be -134dBc/Hzand -141dBc/Hz respectively.

Transmitter

The function of a frequency synthesizer in a transmitter is very similar to that of a

receiver shown in Fig. 2.13. It stillprovides a reference frequency for the frequency trans

lation function; however, the mixerup-converts to a higher frequency.

Fig. 2.17 shows a functional block diagram of a conventional direct conversion

transmitter. The digital input signal is generally a bandlimited signal that is confined

within the channel bandwidth of a given system. After the D/A conversion, the LPF

rejects the higher frequency aliases, and a well-conditioned baseband signal is applied to
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Fig. 2.17: Phase Noise Effect for Direct Conversion Transmitter.

the mixer. With an ideal frequency synthesizer output, the baseband signal is frequency

translated to the RF carrier with the direct conversion transmitter.

This frequency translation process can also be easily understood with Signals and

Systems theory [33]. When two signals multiply in the time domain, it is equivalent to a

convolution in the frequency domain. In an ideal case, if a bandlimited signal is convolved

with a single carrier tone in the frequency spectrum, the result is a bandlimited signal at

the carrier frequency. This is shown with solid lines in Fig. 2.17. When phase noise is

presentas in a typical LO output, theconvolution will "smear" the bandlimited signalby a

small amount. The resulting signal will be the bandlimited signal modulated to the carrier
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frequency with spectral components beyond the band edges, shown in shaded gray color

in Fig. 2.17. This createsinterference to neighboring channels.

To minimize the interference to adjacent channels in the system, a spectralmask is

generally specified by the wireless standard which regulates the maximum emission

power over different frequency bands allowed by a transmitter. When the phase noise is

not low enough, the signal energy spilled over to adjacent channels can exceed the emis

sion limit after thepower amplification. The transmitted spectrum then fails to satisfy the

emissionspectral mask in the GSM family standardsor the Adjacent Channel Power Ratio

(ACPR) requirement in CDMA.

2.4.3 Spurious Tones

The other critical performance parameter in a frequency synthesizer is the spurious

tone level. Spurious tones are normally caused by phase/frequency detector and divider

circuits in the feedback control path.

Spurious tones can be defined as systematic timing fluctuations in an oscillator

waveform. Fig. 2.18 (a square wave is again shown for simplicity) is the time and fre

quency domain representations of a spurious tone. In the time domain, thepresence of sys

tematic timing fluctuations in an oscillation waveform represents a periodic timing error.

In the frequency domain, it manifests as the undesired tones in the frequency spectrum.

Ideally, an oscillator output spectrum centers at a single frequency with no spurious tones.
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Time Domain
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Fig. 2.18: Time and Frequency Representations of Spurious Tones.

Frequency Domain

Spurious Tone: dBc

Freq

In reality, the presence of spurious tones causes other frequency components to appear in

the oscillator output spectrum.

Spurious tones are measured in dBc (or dB referenced to the carrier) at a specific fre

quency location in the spectrum. It is simply the power difference between the carrier and

spurious tone signals in dB. In general, multiple spurious tones can be found in the output

spectrum; and the location and magnitude of the spurious tones are related to the system

design of the frequency synthesizer. The following subsection discusses the impact of spu

rious tones in radio transceivers.

Receiver

The effect of spurious tones in a radio receiver is very similar to that of phase noise.

Fig. 2.19 shows a graphical illustration of the spurious tone effect on a superheterodyne

receiver architecture. In the LO spectrum, two spurious tones are added at 1.6MHz and

3MHz away from the center frequency.
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Fig. 2.19: Effect of Spurious Tones in Wireless Receiver.

In this example, the received signal spectrum consists of a weak desired channel and

many strong adjacent channels. While the LO center frequency down-converts the desired

channel to IF, the spurious tones in the LO output spectrum also down-convert the adja

cent channels to the same IF frequency band (shown in shaded grey areas) and degrade the

overall sensitivity of the receiver. However, since the spurious tones generally appear in

predictable frequency locations, in most cases, a careful system design can be used to min

imize this degradation.
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In the GSM family standards, six inband and twelve out-of-band spurious tones are

allowed with a maximum of three adjacent channel frequencies to be assigned as spurious

response exceptions. In other words, a total, of eighteen spurious tones can be present in

the output spectrum while no more than three are consecutive channels. When a spurious

response frequency is selected, the blocking requirement is relaxed to -49 dBm at the fre

quency which the blocker is applied. For the example used in the previous section (refer

ence sensitivity is -99 dBm), the spurious tones need to be -50 dBc in order to satisfy the

blocking specification.

Transmitter

Spurious tones affect the transmitter in a very similar way as the phase noise does.

While the phase noise "smears" the signal bandwidth over a wider spectrum, spurious

tones mixes the desired channel to RF at the spurious tone location. Fig. 2.20 is a func

tional block diagram of a direct conversion transmitter with its spectrum graphs to illus

trate this effect.

As mentioned earlier, to minimize the interference to adjacent channels, the output

spectrum of the transmitter has to follow the spectral mask provided by the wireless stan

dard. ^th the presence of spurious tones due to the nature of a synthesizer architecture,

some standards allow a number of exceptions to ease the radio system design. For

instance, in the GSM family standards, three spurious tones are allowed within 12 MHz

around the carrier frequency. The output power limit is -36 dBm in a 200 kHz channel in
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Fig. 2.20; Spurious Tone Effect for Direction Conversion Transmitter.

the transmitter. Twelve more spurious tones are allowed for frequencies beyond 6 MHz

from the carrier with the same maximum output power of -36 dBm.

A more difficult specification (particularly in the GSM family standards) is the

mobile station emission in the receive band. Because the mobile station receiver is very

delicate, this specification is made to protect the mobile receiver sensitivity. In this speci

fication, when the mobile station transmitter is in an active mode, the maximum power

emitted from the transmitter in the receive band of the mobile station shall not exceed -71

dBm. The detailed calculation of the spurious tones varies among different radio and syn

thesizer designs.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, a review of receiver and transmitter architectures is presented with

emphasis on integrability. More detailed analysiscan be found in many recently published

references. The most promising architecture for the integrated receiver is the Wide-Band

IF with Double Conversion architecture [26] [27] [28]. This architecture allows the use of a

fixed frequency LOj whose benefit in terms of phase noise will be shown in the next chap

ter. The non-idealities of a frequency synthesizer are introduced, and their effects on radio

receivers and transmitters are described. Examples of commercial applications are used to

illustrate their characteristics and target performance.

In the next chapter, an introduction to the conventional design of a frequency synthe

sizers will be presented. It is followed by a survey of recently published integrated solu

tions and a comparison of their performance. The discussion of Chapter 3 will lead to the

introduction of a novel approach for a local oscillator design which addresses some issues

presented earlier.
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3.1 Introduction

Many different frequency synthesizer architectures exist for the wireless systems

today; most are implemented usingsomeformof the commonly usedPhase-Locked Loop

(PLL). In addition to theiruse in wireless communication, PLLs are alsoemployed a vari

etyof otherfunctions inconununication applications, such as datarecovery, carrierrecov

ery and phasemodulation/demodulation.

Fig. 3.1 is a photograph of a modem digital cellular telephone Printed CircuitBoard

(PCB). The digital section of the system is located on the right-hand side and consists of

baseband, DSP, memory, microcontroller, etc. The integration in this section is generally

quite high, with a transistor count of over 100,000. The transceiver section is on the left

half of the PCB, where the integration level is low, with a transistor count on the order of

100*s. The transceiver uses the conventional superheterodyne architecture (discussed in
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Chapter 2), which is apparent from the presence of multiple discrete filters. The LO gener

ation section has the frequency synthesizer and several large external VCOs that are used

in PLLs to generate the required LO frequencies. For the monolithic transceiver design

described in Chapter 1, all the RF functions need to be implemented in CMOS, so that the

RF and baseband sections can be combined in a single chip. This also dictates a CMOS

implementation of the frequency synthesizer and VCO functions with requisite phase

noise performance as its discrete counterpart, generally a difficult task using conventional

approaches.

This chapter begins with an introduction to Phase-Locked Loops, including discus

sion of system operation, and its impact on the output phase noise and spurious tones. A

brief discussion of a current commercial PLL implementation which utilizes a discrete
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Fig. 3.2:Simplified BlockDiagram for Phase-Locked Loop.

LC-tankVCOto achieve low phasenoise performance is included. This approach is simi

lar to the LO solution used in the Fig. 3.1 example. A survey of recently published inte

grated VCOs for wireless communication systems is presented to show the trend toward

higher integration. Several integrated VCOs use available on-chip active/passive devices

and explore the process and packaging technology. Although these integrated VCOs have

the same characteristics as a discrete implementation, their phase noise performance is

inadequate for modem wireless communication systems (i.e., GSM, AMPS, TDMA, etc.).

A discussion of common characteristics and performance limitations of integrated VCOs

is presented in the next section, followed by a novel approach that addresses the perfor

mance limitations of the current integrated VCO design.

3.2 Phase Locked Loop Fundamentals

Fig. 3.2 is a simplifiedblock diagram of a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL).The compo

nents of a PLL generally include a phase detector, charge pump, loop filter, divider and

Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO). The basic functionality is as follows. The output
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frequency from the divider is first compared to the reference frequency by the phase

detector. A phase error signal generatedby the phase detector is passed to the charge pump

and creates a signal whose magnitude is proportional to the phase error. This signal is then

low-pass filtered by the loop filter and used to control the output frequency with the VCO.

When the PLL is in the locked condition, the two inputs to the phase detector are in-phase

(or afixed phase offset), and the output frequency is equal to the reference frequency mul

tiplied by the divider ratio, N.

This section gives a brief description of the PLL linearized model. The performance

limitation in terms of phase noise and spurious tone is discussed, followed by an existing

commercial example used in a cellular telephone application.

3.2.1 PLL Linearized Model

There are many variations of PLLs available on the market today since each of the

components in the PLL can be designed in different ways. Digital implementations of

PLLs can also be found for some specific applications [36]. Despite these PLL deriva

tives, understanding the fundamentals is still a good starting point. As the name suggests,

PLL locks the phase of the VCO output to the reference signal phase. During the initial

transient, PLL goes into nonlinear operating region as the VCO tries to find the correct

frequency. As soon as the loop is in the locked condition, the small-signal linearized

model can be used.
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Fig. 3.3: Small-Signal AC Model of PLL.

Fig. 3.3 is a small-signal AC model of each building block in the PLL. The phase

detector compares the phasedifference between two inputs, andthecharge pumpconverts

thephase difference into a voltage signal. Kpj^ _ denotes the composite phase detector

and charge pump transfer function in units of volts/radian. Thecharge pump output is

filtered by the lowpass filter and generates a control voltage for the VCO. The transfer

function for the loopfilter is F^p(s), and the filter output varies the output frequency of

the VCO. Because phase is the integral of frequency, the S-domain transfer function for

VCO is Kyqq/s . The divider in the feedback path divides the VCO output frequency by

N and has a transfer function of 1/N.

In the steady state, the s-domainphase transfer function frominput to output is

_ G(s) _ ^PD - CP'
0^.(5) 1+0(5) ^ ^PD—CP (3-1)

If Fj^pis) is constant, the transfer function isa first order system which is unconditionally

stable. Ina typical implementation, a pole/zero pair is used in F^p{s) to increase the fre

quency range and flexibility of the PLL. For example, if j) is
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= (3-2)

the transfer function becomes second-order:

^o(^) Ks+ Kz

®<(^) s'' •i-(K +p)s+Kz

where

K = {^pj)_cP ' ^LF'

A practical loop filter design has a pole at the origin and a zero before the PLL loop

bandwidth. In the example above, if p = 0,

-CP'^LF' KycoVN-js +z)

5 + (Kpp _QP ' Ki^p ' KyQQ)/N ' S+ {Kpjy _^p •K^p•KyQQ)/N' z

At high frequency, |F(;a))l = Kj^p, and IGO'©)! = 1 when o) = {Kpj^_(^p -Kj^p -KycQ)/N,

Therefore, the PLL bandwidth is

®-3dB ~ ^^PD - CP ' ^LF'

Eq.3 - 5 is the phase transfer function and it can be used to derive transfer functions

from any given point in the PLL system to the output. For example. Fig. 3.4 shows possi

ble noise sources associated with the functional blocks in the small-signal AC model.

Noise sources associated with phase detector and charge pump, and divider.

(3-3)
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Fig. 3.4: Small-Signal AC Model of PLL with Noise Sources.

^„4('y)»appear at the feedback summation. These noise sources experience thePLLtrans

fer function (Eq. 3-5) enhanced by the divider ratio N.

H^is) = 1 ^ _ ^^PD- CP ' ^LF ' ^VCO^ •(^ +z)
V„4W l+Gis) "• 2

^ + (^PD - CP ' ^LF ' N- (s +z)

The loop response to the noise injected at the output of the loop filter,

^n(s)
^2(^) =

1 K
vco S'K

VCO

^ PD-CP' ^LF'̂ VCO^ , . s
^ + Jj is+z)

The phase noise present in the VCO, , is shaped by

H^(s) =

. (3 - 8)

(3-9)
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Using above transfer functions (also shown in graphical form in Fig. 3.5), one can

attempt to understand the performance limitation of PLLs in the next section. For more

in-depth PLL analysis and its variations, see [37] and [38].
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3.2.2 Performance Limitation

One of the major phase noise contributors in PLL is the VCO phase noise. In order

for a PLL to synthesize small channel spacings directly (i.e., 200 kHz in GSM family stan

dards), the reference frequency needs to be equal to or multiple of the channel spacing.

For stability and validity of the small-signal AC model, the PLL loop bandwidth needs to

be muchsmallerthan the comparison frequency, in general ten times smaller. With a loop

bandwidth in the tens of kHz, the high-pass transfer function from the VCO to output (Eq.

3-9) only rejects the phase noise in the frequency band below the PLL loop bandwidth

and passes all the higher-frequency phase noise to the output. In a conventional design, the

VCO is generally implemented with discrete varactors and inductors (or modules shown

in Fig. 3.1); its phase noise performance is very good. Therefore, even with a small loop
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bandwidth, the phase noiseperformance canstill be satisfactory. As shownin the next sec

tion that integrated VCOs tend to have a higher phase noise due to the low quality factor

of the spiral inductor. Hence, a higher suppression of phase noise from the PLL transfer

function in a monolithic implementation is required in order to satisfy the phase noise

requirements of cellular systems.

Fig. 3.5 shows that other noise sources experience different transfer functions to the

output. For the noise present at the phase detector input, the transfer function is a low-pass

filter. The noise is enhanced by the divider ratio in the passband and falls off beyond the

PLL loop bandwidth. For the noise at the charge pump output, it is subject to a bandpass

response where the passband of the bandpass transfer function depends on the pole/zero

location of the loop filter. Due to practical constraints, conventional designs set the PLL

bandwidth at a very low frequency, so the effect of the noises mentioned above is negligi

ble. However, if the PLL bandwidth is increased in order to obtain a higher suppression

for the VCO phase noise, more noise is passed to the output from other sources. A careful

examination of each noise source is then necessary.

3.2.3 Current Approach

One of the most popular frequency synthesizers today for RF personal communica

tions is LMX2332L by National Semiconductor [39]. Fig. 3.6 is a functional block dia

gram of the IC. LMX2332L is a dual frequency synthesizer with both RF and IF inputs

and two charge pump outputs. The RF/EF inputs pass through the prescalers and counters.
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Fig. 3.6: Functional Block Diagram of National Semiconductor LMX2332L.

then are compared with the phase of the oscillator input (OSCi„). The phase comparison

result is used as the UP/DN pulse in the charge pump. The charge pump outputs are fil

tered by the off-chip loop filters and used to control the frequencies of the external VCOs

which provide the RF/IF inputs.

Fig. 3.7 shows a typical application. The discrete components include the loop fil

ters, VCOs and bypass capacitors. The typical values of loop filter capacitors and resistors

are shown in Fig. 3.7, and they set the loop bandwidth of approximately 20kHz. Using a

discrete VCO, the single sideband phase noise is measured at -72.6dB at 150Hz away

from the carrier frequency and satisfies the AMPS specifications. (This standard will be

described in more detailin Chapter 6). LMX2332L is fabricated in a 0.5p,m BiCMOS pro

cess and nominally consumes 3.0mA from a 3.3V supply.
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3.3 Integrated Voltage Controlled Oscillators

To make a single-chip radio, the discrete LC-tank components currently used in

commercial implementations need to be integrated onto the silicon substrate without

degrading overall LO performance. There are many challenges for the integration of

LC-tank components. Although capacitors are standard components in CMOS technology,

varactors with a large tuning range need to be designed by using different doping profile

regions in the CMOS processwhile maintaining a high quality factor. Furthermore, indue-
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tors are non-standard components in CMOS process; several attempts have been made to

create inductors suitable for wireless application in the CMOS technology.

The most widely used integrated inductor on a silicon substrate is the planar spiral

inductor, which can be easily implemented with the available metal layers in any standard

process [40]. Research has also been done on post-processing or micromachining steps to

improve the quality of integrated inductors. Since the ultimate goal is to integrate the

entire PLL function on the same substrate with the RF and baseband sections, methods of

implementing VCOs without integrated inductors have also been explored. This section

surveys recent publications on integrated VCOs for wireless applications. The survey is

divided into four sections according to the difference in inductor structures. They are

Monolithic IntegratedLC-tank with Spiral Inductors, ProcessEnhanced Inductors,Induc

tor-less Ring Oscillator VCOs andMicromachined-base VCOs. Thepros andconsof each

VCO are discussed individually, and their referencesare providedfor further studies.

3.3.1 Monolithic Integrated LC-tank

The most straightforward way to integratea LC-tank VCO onto the CMOS substrate

is to make on-chip inductors from spiral metal layers and p+/n-well varactors. Two repre

sentativeexamples using this methodare summarized below. Examples with spiral induc

tors designed in different technologies can be found in recent publications. The first

example below reported the best phase noise performance to date for an integrated

LC-tank, and the second example has been successfully integrated into a commercial

product.
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OptimizedHollow Spiral Inductors

As mentioned earlier, the noise performance of a frequency synthesizer largely

depends on the noise performance of its VCO. In a conventional VCO design with

LC-tank, the phase noise performance, L(Q)) , is inversely proportional to the quality fac

tor of the LC-tank, as shown in this equation,

where Q is the quality factor of the LC-tank and is the output frequency in radians. In

the monolithic implementation, the series resistance associated withthe p+/n-well on-chip

varactor can be minimized with a careful design and layout. Therefore, the Q for the

LC-tank is generally limitedby the quality factor of the inductor. The quality factors for

varactors and inductors are

^varactor ~ ^inductor ~

In [41], a VCO was implemented using planar spiral inductors andp+/n-well varac

tors in a standard 0.7|Xm two-metal CMOS process. The inductors are octagonal and

designed with a hollow center. The Q of the inductor was estimated to be 5.7, and the

phasenoisewas measured to be -116 dBc/Hz at 600kHz offsetfrom a carrierfrequency of

1.88 GHz.
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Integrated VCO in a Digital Cordless Telephone

Most of the integrated VCOs in publications today are still in the

research-and-development phase. One example [42] has been implemented successfully

into a commercial product for a spreadspectrum digitalcordless telephone. The chip con

tains the entire PLL with on-chip loop filter and VCO. The LC oscillator is implemented

with square spiral inductors and p+/n-well varactors; the varactors are complemented with

a binary-weighted capacitor array to increase the tuning range. The phase noise was mea

sured to be -105 dBc/Hz at 200 kHz offset from a carrier frequency of 1.6 GHz. This chip

is implemented in a 0.6[im triple-metal CMOS process.

A similar PLL is integrated with a single-chip CMOS direct-conversion transceiver

for a 900 MHz spread spectrum digital cordless telephone [43]. Although the phase noise

of this integrated PLLis higherthan that of a discrete implementation, the less restrictive

blocker specification of the digital cordless telephone than cellular standards allows the

use of integrated PLLs to provide the LO signals.

3.3.2 Process-Enhanced Inductors

It has been shown in the last sections (Eq. 3 - 10) that the performance of a VCO

largely depends on the quality of the inductor used in the LC-tank.Several attempts have

been made to use additional processing steps that are compatible with the CMOS process

to enhance the quality factor and self-resonancefrequency. These are normally done after

the standard CMOS process, i.e., the removal of silicon substrate and the use of bond-

wires.
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LC'Oscillator with Quadrature Outputs using Suspended Inductor

In addition to the resistive loss in the substrate (which is the main factor for the

lower inductor Q factor, given in Eq. 3 - 11), the other major problem for the integrated

planar spiral inductor with a large inductance is self-resonance. In a typical CMOS pro

cess, metal layers used for planar spiral inductors are only a few p-m from the silicon sub

strate. For a high inductance planar spiral inductor, large area and multiple turns are

required; as a result, the parasitic capacitance of the metal layers can be large. For exam

ple, inductors as large as 10nif on a standard silicon substrate self-resonate at 2 GHz [40].

For the validity of the inductormodeland consideration of process variations, an accurate

spiral inductor design requires the operatingfrequency to be much lower than the self-res

onance frequency. Therefore, this limits theattractiveness of high-value spiral inductors in

a standard CMOS process.

Ina typical CMOS process, although the thickness of the silicon wafer is500pm, the

MOS devices areconstructed on the top surface with nomore than a few pm of diffusion

penetration into the substrate. The main reason for having a thick wafer is to increase the

mechanical strength for handling during processing. Removing the substrate after the pro

cess is complete has no effect on the active devices. Therefore, if the substrate underneath

theplanar spiral inductor canberemoved inpost-processing, thepar^itic capacitance and

resistive loss in the substrate can be reduced. In [44], a lOO-ni? inductor was designed

with the selective EDP wet etch [45] to remove the substrate under the inductor. The

self-resonance frequency of the inductor increased from 800 MHz to 3 GHz. This inductor
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has been used in several wireless applications [46]. Although this inductor enjoys a high

self-resonancefrequency and lower substrateresistiveloss, the extra post-processingsteps

required, processing yield and reliability are still being carefully studied.

One of the examples using the substrate-etched suspended inductor mentioned in the

previous section is in [47]. In a modem wireless system, quadrature oscillator outputs are

required to perform image rejection and other functions in the mixer. The conventional

LC-oscillator design provides a single output; an I/Q generator is then required to produce

the quadrature signals. By cross-connecting twoLC-oscillators as in [47], quadrature out

putsappear at the two outputs of theLC-oscillators. TheQ factorfor this large inductor is

found to be approximately 5 at 1 GHz, andthephase noise achieved is -85dBc/Hz at 100

kHz offset.

Bondwire Inductors

Bondwires have been the standard connection method between integrated circuits

and the outside worldfor decades. The parasitic inductance associatedwith bondwires has

beena source of problems in IC technology, especially for high speedandhighfrequency

IC. However, one can use bondwires (made of aluminum or gold) to create a high quality

on-chip inductor. In [48], a 1.8 GHz VCO was implemented in a 0.7|im CMOS technol

ogy. Two pairs of bondwires were used to create the inductance required for the LC-tank.

The parasitic inductance of bondwires is approximately 1 nH per mm; therefore, a reason

able bondwire length can be used for 1-2 GHz applications. The parasitic capacitance for

this stmcture with bondwires is dominated by the bonding pads compared with spiral
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inductors, where all the metal strips contribute. Hence, the self-resonance frequency is

quite high.

In [48], the single-sideband phase noise was -115 dBc/Hz at 200 kHz offset from a

1.76 GHz carrier. Theresult indicated improvements in the noise performance over planar

spiral inductors due to the higher quality factor of bondwire inductors. However, the

inductance control and IC packaging present challenges for this design. Due to several

uncertainties in the bonding process, e.g., height, distance, straightness of the bondwires,

the actual inductance value will vary from the designed value. Since each wire is individu

ally bonded, the matching between a pair of bondwires is poor. Furthermore, the sus

pended bondwire between twobond padson thesamedie (ortwoseparate dice) makes the

plastic injection package impractical.

3.3.3 Integrated Ring Oscillator VCO

Another approach to implement theintegrated VCOs is touse ring oscillators, which

do not require on-chip inductors. Different output frequencies are achieved by adjusting

the time delay ofeach element inthe ring oscillator, and the oscillator's noise depends on

the thermal noise contribution ofeach active device inthe circuit. Implementations ofring

oscillators can becategorized into two types according toswitching behavior, swing

and full switching.

Fixed Swing Ring Oscillator VCO

One way to implement a ring oscillator VCO is to use source-coupled logic with

NMOS differential input devices and PMOS triode-region load devices. The benefits of
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using a fully differential ring oscillator are its good power supply rejection and process

variation immunity. The output voltage swing is fixed by using a replica bias circuit to

control the resistance of the PMOS triode region load devices. The phase noise of the ring

oscillator is predicted by deriving the thermal-noise-induced r.m.s. timing error for each

individual delay stage and extending that for the positive-feedback ring oscillator. The

measured phase noise result fit well with the analysis, and the phase noise vs. power con

sumption trade-off from the analysis also agrees with the experimentaldata.

More information about the ring oscillator design can be found in [49]. A similar

source-coupled logic circuitis used in the experimental prototype of this thesis and details

are shown in Chapter 6.

Full Switching Ring Oscillator VCO

Another way to implement a ring oscillator VCO is to allow full switching of

devices in the delay stage. When the delay stages are turned completely on or off, no ther

mal noise is present at theoutput; however, when thedelay stage is during transition, ther

mal noise appears in the transitional edge. This noise is difficult to analyze due to the

nonlinear characteristic of the ring oscillator feedback system; it can only be approxi

mated by theswitching operations on the thermal noise current during transitions. In order

to minimize the thermal noise contribution for this approach, delay stages in the ring oscil

lator must have fast switching transitions.
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The maximum frequency achievable by a ring oscillator is limited by the minimum

time delay through a delay stage. Because the time delay of a delay stage largely depends

on the weaker PMOS device, the dual-delay scheme is used in [50] to minimize the time

delay per delay stage. This scheme includes both the negative skewed and normal delay

paths. While the normal delay path is connected to the NMOS device of the CMOS

inverter, the negativeskeweddelay path is connected to the PMOS to provide the weaker

device an early transition signal. The VCO using this approach wasfabricated in a 0.6|im

CMOS technology with a measured phase noise of -101 dBc/Hz at 100 kHz and -117 dBc/

Hz at 600 kHz for a 900 MHz carrier frequency.

3.3.4 Micromachined-Based VCO

One other method to create high-Q LC-tank on CMOS substrate is to use microma-

chined inductors and capacitors. It involves non-standard CMOS process, and therefore,

will notbediscussed inthis dissertation. However, references are provided for more infor

mation [51][52][53][54].

3.3.5 Summary

The survey in this chapter indicates that many attempts have been made to integrate

VCOs onto silicon substrate. Because the phase noise performance of a PLL largely

depends on the Q factor of the LC-tank, the limiting factor in the integrated approach is

the poor planar spiral inductor Q. Although the phase noise performance with spiral induc

tors is suitable forcordless telephone applications with a careful PLL design [43], it is still
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insufficient for cellular applications with integrated transceiver architectures. Post-pro

cessing and micromachining steps give new possibilities in improving the inductor Q and

self-resonance frequency; however, these additional processing steps are costly and may

decrease the processing yield. Although the ring oscillator VCO does not require inte

grated spiral inductors, the thermal noise contribution from each delay stage is accumu

lated in the oscillating cycle and creates a relatively high phase noise for low offset

frequencies. This noise accumulation is also true for other oscillators, and their phase

noise curve is shaped by the LC-tank. Other recent publications on integrated VCO are in

the reference [55][56][57][58][59][60][61][62][63].

3.4 Architecture Altemattves for Frequency Synthesizers

In the conventional receiver design (See "Superheterodyne" on page 11), the chan

nel-select LOi needs to synthesize small frequency stepsat RF. As a result, the loop band

width of the PLL is required to be much smaller than the reference frequency or channel

spacing. Althoughthis loop transferfunction with a small loop bandwidth does not attenu

ate the VCO phase noise, by using discrete VCOs with high-Q components, meeting the

requirements of a cellular application is not very difficult [39].

When a higher integration is desired, VCOs must be integrated on-chip. Shown in

the last section, the monolithic VCOs generally have a poor phase noise performance due

to the poor inductor Q factor. By using the conventional receiver architecture where a

small loop bandwidth PLL is required for LOj, it does not provide any suppression for the
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poor integrated VCO phase noise. Furthermore, the capacitor values in the loop filter are

often very large and not cost-effective to integrate.

3.4.1 Wide Loop Bandwidth PLL

In the GSM standards (a popular Personal Communication Systems - PCS), the

channel spacing is 200 kHz, and the nearest blocker is located at 600 kHz away ft-om the

desired channel. To reduce the phase noise of integrated VCOs to a level that satisfies this

standard,a wide loop bandwidth of PLL can be used to suppress the phase noise inside the

loop bandwidth frequency (described in Eq. 3 - 9). Fig. 2.5 is the proposed integrated

receiver architecture. This architecture, with 2i fixed-frequency LOj, allows the PLL to

have a high loop bandwidth to suppress the close-in phase noise of integrated VCOs.

Channel selection is then performed with LO2 where the operating frequency is much

lower, and the phase noise is inherently better. Recent works [50] and [64] have demon

strated this technique using a wide loop bandwidth PLL where the low offset frequency

phase noise is reduced.

The side effectof a wide loop bandwidth is that it opens up the PLL bandwidth and

allows other noise sources in thePLL to contribute to the output phase noise. The noise

transfer functions from the phase detector and loop filter to the PLL output are lowpass

and bandpass respectively (described in Eq. 3 - 7 andEq. 3 - 8). By having a wider loop

bandwidth, these transfer functions allow additional noise to pass through fi-om the

divider, phase detector, etc. (in some cases, the phase noise is actually enhanced by the
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divider ratio, N). This then affects the alternate channel rejection of the receiver. There

fore, low-noise circuits need to be carefully designed in a wide bandwidth PLL.

3.4.2 New Architecture for Narrow-Channel Wireless System

For wireless systems with very narrow-channel spacings (i.e., 30 kHz in AMPS/

TDMA), the phase noise requirement becomes increasingly difficult. The phase noise of a

VCO increases at 20 dB/dec (Fig. 2.15) as the offset frequency decreases (it increases at

30 dB/dec when including the effect). Therefore, it is very difficult to design the PLL

loop bandwidth to have sufficient attenuation to suppress the close-in phase noise of an

integrated VCO for narrow-channel systems. Shown in previous sections, the main factor

of poor phase noise for an integrated VCO using LC-tank is the low-Q inductor. Much of

recent research has focusedon enhancing the quality factor of integrated inductors by dif

ferent means. However, the inductor Q and phase noise performance are still lagging in a

standardCMOS processwithno extra post-processing steps.

In the case of a ring oscillator VCO [50], the timing jitter associated with each

inverter is accumulated from cycle to cycle. This accumulation of timing jitter causes the

low-frequency phase noise tobehigh andresults in a phase noise curve approaching infin

ity at an arbitrary low-offset frequency. Depending on the design, this VCO also experi

ences 1/f flicker noise contribution from active devices. Therefore, these sources all affect

the overall performance of the VCO.
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The above discussion shows that a new frequency synthesizer architecture is needed

in order to satisfy the demanding requirements of a narrow-channel wireless system. The

following chapters discuss a novel approach to building a monolithic frequency synthe

sizer. Its phase noise does not depend on the integrated spiral inductor quality factor, and

its timing jitter does not accumulate from cycle to cycle. Chapter 4 will be the introduction

of the new concept, followed by a detailed analysis of this particular architecture. Imple

mentation details of the prototype are described in Chapter 5 and 6; the test setup and

experimental results are in Chapter 7,

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the fundamentals of a Phase-Locked Loop are introduced with PI T.

operation and system design equations. A typical commercial implementation using exter

nal VCOs was shown. A survey of integrated VCOs, which utilize several different meth

ods to improve the quality factor, was presented. These methods include Monolithic

Integrated LC-tank with Spiral Inductors, Process Enhanced Inductors, Inductor-less

Ring Oscillator VCOs and Micromachined-base VCOs. Finally, the trade-offs between

narrow and wide loop bandwidth in a PLL are characterized with an integrated receiver

architecture example. A new frequency synthesis architecture that does not require oscil

lating circuits and high-Q spiral inductor for the phase-noise challenged, narrow channel

spacingwireless systems will be discussed in the next chapters.
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4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 described the most commonly-used frequency synthesizer architecture,

PLL. The loop equation suggests that for a conventional PLL design with discrete VCOs,

phase noise performance largely depends on the VCO phase noise due to the small loop

bandwidth.Block down-conversion makes possible a fully-integrated transceiver architec

ture (Fig. 2.5) with a fixed-frequency LOj and a programmable LO2 (as in the WBIFDC

architecture). This technique allows new low-phase-noise local oscillator designs, suchas

a wide loop bandwidth PLL that suppresses the phase noise of an integrated VCO within

the loop bandwidth [65]. However, the phase noise performance with a wide loop band

width PLL is still inadequate for narrow-channel wireless communication systems. This

chapterintroduces a noveldesignfor a fixed-frequency local oscillator. The phase noiseof

this design does not depend on the integrated inductor quality factor, and the random tim

ing error does not accumulate from cycle to cycle.
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This chapter first introduces the basics of the DLL-based frequency multiplier. The

approach to achieving low-phase-noise and the operation of DLL are described. This is

followed by a detailed noise analysis that predicts the phase noise performance for the fre

quency multiplier. This chapter concludes with the implications and applications of this

low-phase-noise DLL-based frequency multiplier design.

4.2 The Basics

The DLL-based frequency multiplier approach takes advantage of the inherently low

jitter of a low-frequency crystaloscillator reference to producea low-phase-noise RF sig

nal. This is accomplished by taking each relatively jitter-free but infrequent edge of the

crystal oscillator output, andfrom thatgenerating a burst of well-controlled evenly spaced

edges that span one period of the crystal oscillator. These evenly-spaced edges are com

bined to form a pattemof higher-frequency transitions and eventually generate thedesired

RF signal. Therefore, the phase noise in the bands of interest is closely related to that of

the reference crystal. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Unlike conventional

VCO-based frequency synthesizers, thermal-noise-induced timing edge uncertainties

accumulate within one period of the crystal oscillator, consequently the phase noise does

not increase within the crystal frequency. Given the extremely high Q and consequently

very low phase noise of crystal oscillators, the overallphase noise of the RF outputsignal
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for this approach can be much lower than that of typical synthesizers using integrated

VCOs,

4.2.1 Operation

To generate the well-controlled and evenly-spaced edges shown in Fig, 4,1, a

delay-locked loop (DLL) with identical delay stages is needed. On the left ofFig, 4,2 is a

conceptual block diagram of the DLL-based frequency multiplier. The reference crystal

frequency is the input ofthe delay chain. Each delay element produces a delayed version

ofthe reference crystal waveform. The phase detector senses the phase difference between

the input and output ofthe delay chain and generates an error signal. This error signal con

trols acharge pump, whose output isfiltered by the loop filter. The filter output is the con

trol voltage that varies the time delay of each delay stage to minimize the phase error.

When the loop is in the locked condition, the input and output of the delay chain are
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in-phase. The outputs of delay elements generate waveforms with edges that are evenly

spaced within one period of the referencecrystal.

For the five-delay-stage example in Fig. 4.2, the output waveform of the first stage is

delayed | •Tp from the crystal reference waveform, where Tp is the crystal reference

period. The output waveform of the second delay stage is delayed i •Tp firom the previous

output, and so on. When the loop is in the locked condition, the output of the last delay

stage is in-phase with the reference crystal waveform. The output of the DLL equally

divides the reference period by 5, and the sum of the time delays from all delay stages is

precisely one period of the reference oscillation, Tp.
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To generate the RF signal, the edge combiner block produces oscillations in the local

oscillator output from each rising edge in the DLL outputs (Fig. 4.2). When the end of the

delay chain is reached, since the last DLL output is in-phase with the crystal oscillator

input, the next edge to trigger the LO output is from the low-jitter ciystal oscillator. Repe

titions of this process generate the LO waveform. Hence, the local oscillator output for

this example is 5 times the crystal reference frequency, or in a general case, N times the

crystal reference frequency, where N is the number of delay stages. Another way to

describe the edge combiner operation is by using a N-tap FIR model. This is described in

Chapter 5.

4.2.2 Tuning Jitter Accumulation

A DLL-based frequency multiplier using a voltage-controlled delay chain has an

inherent advantage over a PLL using a voltage-controlled oscillator. Fig. 4.3 shows timing

jitteraccumulation for an oscillator compared with thatof a DLL-based frequency multi

plier. In an oscillator (for example, a ring oscillator shown in Fig. 4.3), random timing

errors accumulate because the timing jitter at the end of each oscillation is the starting

point of the next. The random timing error of the output signal is the sum of the timing

errors of all previous oscillations. This translates to a poor long-term jitter performance,

or, equivalently, poor close-in phase noise. Fig. 4.3 shows that the random timing uncer

tainty for a ring oscillator increases as a function of time.
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In contrast, for a finite-lengthdelay chain in the DLL-based frequencymultiplier, the

random timing error accumulates only within a singledelay chain cycle. The timingerror

in one cycle of the delay chain does not affect the next cycle, because the waveform that

triggers the nextoutput oscillation is the reference crystal waveform. Thisprovides excel

lent long-termjiiter performance, or, equivalently, a low close-in phase noise.

The different phase noise signatures of a PLL with a voltage-controlled oscillator

(VCO) and a DLL-based frequency multiplier can also be understood by examining the

source of synthesized output waveform. In a PLL, the output signal is taken directly from

a VCO (as shown in Fig. 3.2) whose timing uncertainties accumulate over many oscilla

tion cycles, limited by the time responseof the PLL in which it is embedded. However, the

PLL bandwidth is constrained by practical considerations to a value several orders of
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magnitude lower than the output frequency. In contrast, each output edge from the DLL

only contains the timing uncertainties accumulated from the previous delay stages within

the same crystal oscillationperiod (shown in Fig. 4.3). Limitedjitter accumulationgives a

flat phase noise profile for offset frequencies less than The long-term timing error

accumulation, equivalent to the close-in phase noise, is much lower than that of a typical

VCO. This is extremely important for wireless systems with very narrow channel-spac-

ings.

4.3 Performance Analysis

This section estimates analytically the phase noise characteristics and performance

of the DLL-based frequency multiplier described in the previous section, then discusses

spurious tones. The analysis includes results from previous published research [66][67]

[68] and random process theory [69][70][71][72]. A summary of each is included in

Appendix A & B for completeness.

4.3.1 Phase Noise

The most important performance specification for a frequency synthesizer is the

phase noise. Phase noise is the random timing fluctuation in anoscillator period. Fig. 4.4

shows a sinusoidal waveform with timing uncertainties. Assuming the random timing

error of the waveform occurs at the zero crossing point and can be defined as the dis

crete-time random process, X{t), the sinusoidal waveformcan then be written as.
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Fig. 4.4: Timing Uncertainties in a Sinusoidal Wavefonn.

S{t) = A{t) • cos{27Cf [r-X(0]}, (4-1)

where A(t) is the amplitude, is the carrier frequency in Hz. By applyinga trigonometric

identity, Eq. 4-1 can be re-written.

Sit) = Ait) •cosilKf^t)' cos[27C/^X(0] +Ait) • sin(27i;/^r) •sin[27C/^X(0] • (4-2)

The randomtimingerror is generally muchsmaller than the oscillation period, Xit) can be

approximated with a discrete-time impulse function.

Xit)=^Xinf) nel.

where T is the period of the carrier frequency, or -; and
Jc

cos [2%fXinT)\ = 1, and sin[l%fXinT)] = 2%/ Xinf), ne I,

Eq. 4 - 2 can then be approximated by

Sit) =Ait) •cosi2%f t) +Ait) •[2Kf Xinf)] • sin(27i;/ r).

(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-5)
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in which the carrier power (first term) and noisepower (second term) are clearly separated

into two terms. The phasenoiseterm is a low frequency noisecomponent modulatedup to

the carrier frequency by s\n(2nf^t).

Phase noise is typically measured as the power spectral density of the noise as a

function of frequency compared to the carrierpowerat the carrierfrequency; specified in

dBc/Hz. In most cases, due to the circuit limiting effect, the oscillation amplitude is con

stant, A. Phase noise can be written as

Noise Power 2 ^ X.{nT)
= „;?,(/)], (4-6)Carrier Power 1 .2 X{nT)

2^

where the carrier signal is a deterministic signal with power is A^/2. For noise power,

since X{nf) is a random process, the power spectral density, is used to find its

power. Therefore, the noise power is (A •2jc/^)^[5^^^j^(/)]/2 . Eq. 4- 6suggests that, in

order toestimate the phase noise for this waveform, the power spectral density (PSD) of

the random process, X{nf), needs to be estimated.

The phase noise performance ofa DLL-based frequency multiplier is limited by the

inherent phase noise ofthe crystal oscillator and the timing jitter contributed by the delay

chain and edge combiner. Crystal oscillator phase noise is very important, since the jitter

noise power associated with each crystal edge propagates into the delayed edges generated

from it. However, dueto theextremely high Q of available crystal oscillators, this source

of noise is not an important contributor in the applications of interest. The following
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assumes that the major contributorto the phase noise is the voltage-controlleddelay chain.

Other noise sources are discussed in Section 4.4 and in the circuit implementation section

in Chapter 5.

Timing Jitter Accumulation

To find the power spectral density, , the random process X{nf) can be fur

ther defined according to the jitter accumulation pattem of the DLL-based frequency mul

tiplier. As described earlier in this chapter, the output waveformof each delay stage in the

DLL-based frequency multiplier triggers an oscillation in the final output (Fig. 4.2).

Assuming the edge combiner is noiseless, the randomtimingerror associatedwith the out

put waveform of each delay stage directly shows up in the final output waveform as ran

dom timingerror. T{t) is the random process that describes the randomtiming error of the

final outputwaveform dueto thedelay stages as a function of time.

Although the analytical equations belowdescribe a general case, to help illustrating

the analysis, a 5-stage delay chain is shown in figures (i.e.. Fig. 4.5). For simplicity, the

following assumptions are made. The delay chain is driven directly by a perfect crystal

reference with no timing jitter. The random variable is the random timing error associ

ated with a delay stage. The index i, 1<f^ 5, indicates the specific delay stage. In the

DLL-based frequency multiplier, the timing jitter accumulates within one cycle of the

delay chain but does not affectthe nextcycle.Therefore, it is necessary to have the second

index j which denotes the specific number ofdelay-chain cycles. Random variable, y^j, is
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Fig. 4.5: Timing Error Accumulation for Five-StageDelayChain.

9 Time

independent from random timingerrors of otherdelaystages,zero meanand Gaussian dis

tributed with variance .

=0, E[y^j] = (4-7)

With the above definitions and assumptions, Xinf) can now be written according to

the random timing error ofdelay stages. InFig. 4,5, the first output oscillation is triggered

by the crystal reference input. Assuming that crystal reference has notiming error, thefirst

term X(0) = 0. The next output oscillation is triggered by the output of the delay Stage I,

hence the timing error uncertainty is associated with the delay Stage ]. Because this is the

first pass through the delay chain, the random process ;^(l •f) = >„ -The different shades

of gray in Fig. 4.5 indicate the correspondence between delay stage and the random vari

able, y-j. The next output oscillation is triggered by the output of the delay Stage 2 and its
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timing error is X(2 •^ = +>21»which is the sumof random timing error variables asso

ciated with delay Stages 1 and 2. Similarly, the timing errors for following two oscillations

are found to be X(3 f) = +>'21+^31 X(4 f) = +>21+^31+^41 • The general

expression for the random process up to this point is

n

X(nf)= forn<5. (4-8)
/ = I

When the end of the delay chain is reached, the next oscillation is triggered by the

next incoming crystal referenceedge and hence has no timing error: X(5 f) = 0. The fol

lowing oscillationis againtriggeredby the delayStage 1; however,the timing error for the

second delay chain cycle is independentof that of the first cycle, therefore, Xi6 f) = y12-

In the sameway, X(7 f) - y12 +y-n ^ different fill pattern is usedto

denote the secondcycle.The generalexpression for X(/if) is

X yij'
/ = 1

where is the number of delay stages in the delay chain, and « is a positive integer less

than N. The graph in Fig. 4.5 represents the random process of timing jitter at different

points in time as a function of random timing error variable associated with each delay

stage. It also captures the independence of random timing error between different delay

chain cycles.
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Fig. 4.6: Autocorrelation Operation of Random Process X{nT).

Power Spectral Density of Timing Error Random Process

Oneway to find the power spectral density (PSD) of the timing errorrandom process

is to find the Fourier Transform of autocorrelation function

Rxx '̂̂ '̂ = E[X{nT)-X{nT-i)], (4-10)

When T= 0, the autocorrelation equals the variance of therandom process. For N •= 5,

=£[X(/iD X(/iD] =I (0 +0^ +20^ +30^ +40^) =2 o^. (4-11)

This is shown on the left side of Fig. 4.6. The factor of 1/5 comes from the autocorrela

tion function (see Appendix B). When t = i, the autocorrelation function is the expected

value of the random process multiplied by a shifted version of itself and summed,

=E[X<,nT) X{,(n-\)f)] = •̂(0 +o^ +2o^ +3o^ +0) =1.2 •o^.(4 -12)
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Fig. 4.7: Autocorrelation of Timing Error Random Process for Five-Delay-Stage Example.

When T = 2, the random timing errors of first cycle overlap with that of the second

cycle in the shifted version (shown in the right side of Fig. 4.6). However, since the timing

errors are independentfrom cycle to cycle, thecorrelationfor the overlapped section (indi

cated in Fig. 4.6) is zero. Therefore,

=£[X(nr) X((n-2)f)] =| •(0 +0^ +20^ +0+0) =0.6 • (4-13)

The same approach gives values of x. Fig. 4.7 shows the autocorrelation

function for the 5-stage example. The general expression for the autocorrelation function

= -(A^-2)

r - 1x1 -1

k=-(N-2)^ l=\ -I

where N is the number of delay stages in the delay chain.
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If, previously assumed, the random timing error per stage is much smaller than the

oscillationperiod, a Discrete-TimeFourier Transform (DTFT) can be applied to the above

autocorrelation function, Eq. 4 - 14, to approximate the power spectral density (PSD). The

result is

Sj.(ii)= X (4-15)
n = -eo

Combining Eq. 4 -14 and Eq. 4 -15, the general expression for the PSD becomes

oo r N-2

SxxW = X X
« =-oo^ k=-iN-2)

N-\n\-l

6(71 -k) • ^ I
1=1

(4-16)

where a" is the variance of the random timing error per stage. This variance is a cir

cuit-dependent parameter and is discussed in Chapter 5 and Appendix A. For the

5-delay-stage example,

=1^2 +ycos(a) +|cos(2a) +|cos(3Q)j • (4 -17)

Fig. 4.8 shows the plot ofthis function. This function maintains aconstant atlow frequen

cies and falls off as the frequency increases, shown in log-log plot. This unique phase

noise profile is discussed in Section 4.4.
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4.3.2 Spurious Tones

The other key performance specification for a frequency synthesizer is its spurious

tone level. Spurious tones can be defined as systematic timing fluctuations in oscillation

periods. In the time domain, the presence of systematic fluctuations in an oscillation

waveform represents periodic timing errors. In the frequency domain, this manifests as

undesiredcomponents in the frequency spectrum. There are wo major sources of spurious

tones in a DLL-based frequency multiplier: delay stage mismatches and static phase

errors.

Delay Stage Mismatch

When the DLL is in a perfect locked condition, the output waveforms of the DLL are

evenly spaced within the reference period and the periodof oscillation in the synthesized
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output waveform is identical, thiswas shown in Fig. 4.2. In thefrequency domain, the out

put spectrum is a single tone with phase noise around thecenter frequency.

However, if one of the delay stages has a mismatch (i.e., extra capacitance due to

process variation or layout error), this causes thedelay of this particular stage to be longer

or shorter depending on the typeof mismatch. For example, in Fig. 4.9, the delay Stage 2

has a mismatch that causes its delay to be slightly shorter than others. The effect of this

mismatch on the output waveform is that the output edge corresponding to the second

DLL output is shiftedforward by the same amount in time. Since the DLL is locked to one

period of this mismatch also occurs at the same frequency, f^^p in the output wave-
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form. Therefore, this systematic mismatches in the local oscillator output waveform give

rise to spurious tones at and harmonics of The closest spurious tones to are

located at away.

Mismatches in other parts of the DLL-based frequency multiplier can also cause

spurious tones similar to the one mentioned above. For example, mismatches at the inputs

of the edge combiner also have a similar spurious tone effect.

Static Phase Error

In a DLL, the phase detector senses the phasedifference between input and output of

the delay chain and generates a pair of UP/DN signals to control the charge pump output

current. This charge pump output signal is filtered by the loop filter to create a control

voltage for the delay chain. If the DC gain from the phase detector to the loop filter is

finite, a phasedifference at inputs of the phase detector is required to sustain the desired

control voltage. This phasedifference is generally known as the static phase error^ shown

in Fig. 4.10.

In the DLL-based frequency multiplier, the delay chain input and output waveforms

should ideally be in-phase. The static phase error in a DLL represents a phase difference

between input and output waveforms of the delay chain in a locked condition. For exam

ple, Fig. 4.10 shows the output waveform, /y, leads the input waveform by a small mar

gin. Because the synthesized output oscillations are triggered by the DLL output

waveforms, an extended "blank" period is found at the end of each delay chain cycle
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where the last oscillation completes and before the crystal reference starts the next cycle.

Thisis commonly referred as thedeadzone, also shown in Fig. 4.10.

The rate of occurrence for the deadzone is precisely, hence similar to the

delay-stage mismatch case, thestatic phase error alsocauses spurious tones to occurat

and harmonics off^^j. where the closest spurious tones to are located at away.

A common way to minimize the static phase error is to make the DC loop gain as

large aspossible. This can beachieved by properly selecting the loop filter topology (i.e.,

placing a pole at the origin). However, mismatches between UP/DN currents of charge

pump and other non-idealities still cause static phase error. Fortunately, thespurious tones

generated by the static phase error have the same characteristics as the delay stage mis-
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match case. The next section presents methods to deal with this particular spurious tone

pattern in wireless systems.

The conventional Phase-Locked Loop design also generates static phase error.

Although there exists a slight phase difference between the reference crystal and output

waveform in a PLL, since the desired output is the carrier frequency, its exact phase rela

tionship to the crystal reference is not critical for most wireless conmiunication applica

tions.

4.4 Performance Implications for Wireless Communications

The previous section analyzed the two key performance measures, phase noise and

spurious tones, for the DLL-based frequency multiplier. In the analysis, key contributors

tothe phase noise and spurious tones were described and their performance characteristics

have been determined. In this section, a study of the phase noise and spurious tone perfor

mance characteristic is presented and their implications for the wireless communication

systems is discussed.

4.4.1 Phase Noise

In Section 4.3.1, an extensive analysis was given to calculate the phase noise of the

DLL-based frequency multiplier caused by the random timing errors in each delay stage.

Because the random timing error for one delay stage is independent of other delay stages

and does not accumulate from one delay chain cycle to the next, the correlation of timing
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error random process suggests a particular phase noise profile which was shown in

Fig. 4.8 for a five delay stage example. The general equation for a AT-stage DLL was also

given in Eq. 4 - 16.

Recall from Eq. 4-5, that the phasenoise is a lowfrequency noise modulated up to

RF fi-equency by the carrier frequency. Therefore, for low-frequency phase noise, it corre

sponds to the phase noise near the carrier frequency. In the 5-stage DLL example, the

cosine terms in Eq. 4 -17 equal to "T' forlow frequencies; therefore, the phase noise is a

constant near the carrier. As the offset frequency increases, the cosine terms start taking

effect and the phase noise begins to decrease.

This phase noise profile agrees well with intuition. For the timing error correlation

of two "distant" timing incidences (corresponding to a low frequency), since the random

timing error does not carry over one delay chain cycle, the worst-case random timing error

accumulation is one delay chain worth. This is shown as the flat region ofthe phase noise

plot (Case 1 in Fig. 4.11). As the two timing incidences approach each other, the

worst-case random timing erroraccumulation remains unchanged until thetime difference

between the two timing incidences becomes smaller than the period ofthe reference crys

tal. At this point, the random timing error accumulation becomes less and less as the two

timing incidences approach each other within the period ofthe reference crystal frequency

(equivalent to increasing the offset frequency). This can be seen as the phase noise

rolls-off at higher offset frequencies (Case 2 in Fig. 4.11). A noticeable difference between
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Fig. 4.11: PhaseNoise Plot for Synthesized DelayOutput.

the phase noise curve of the DLL approach compared with that of a conventional oscilla

tor (shown in Fig. 2.15) is the flat region close to the carrier frequency vs. the typical

oscillator phase noise shape.

This phase noise profile is especially attractive for modem cellular telephone appli

cations. In order to increase the user capacity for a cellular basestation, the cellular tele

phone standard often requires the receiver to reject neighboring channels with a high

signal power. Fig. 2.16 shows that the phase noise converts the adjacent channel power

down to a lower frequency, and the down-converted term coincides with the desired chan

nel. Therefore, close-in phase noise is required to be low to minimize the interference
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from adjacent channels to the desired channel.The accumulationof timing jitter in a con

ventional PLL with a VCO causes the low frequency phase noise to be high. Furthermore,

the low quality factor of integrated spiral inductors used in a monolithic VCO makes it

even more difficult to satisfy the stringent cellular telephone requirements.

From the analysis in the previous sectionand the discussion above, the long termjit

ter performance for the DLL-basedfrequency multiplier is excellent due to the non-cycli

cal nature of random timingerror accumulation. In addition, its phase noise only depends

on the random timing error of the delay stage. Thus a DLL-based frequency multiplier

provides with excellent close-in phase noise performance not attainable with a monolithic

PLL implementation for narrow-channel cellular applications.

4.4.2 Spurious Tones

Section 4.3.2 describes the two main contributors to spurious tones for the

DLL-based frequency multiplier, namely delay stagemismatch and staticphaseerror. Due

to theperiodic nature of thedelay chain, both contributors result in the samespurious tone

characteristic where the closest spurious tones to the carrier, , are located at ±fref' Th®

system can only generate spurious tones at the integer multiples of the crystal reference

frequency. This is because the functional blocksperforming the frequency division do not

exist in this architecture. Fig.4.12 is a graphical representation of the spurious tone posi

tions relative to the other features of the output frequency spectrum.
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Fig. 4.12: Spurious Tones Locations.

Although mismatches are always present in an integrated circuit manufacture pro

cess due to lithography, process gradient, etc., by carefully choosing the spurious

tones for this approach can be placed strategically at frequencies6 that do not affect the

radio system performance. Table 2-1 on page9 shows that modem wireless communica

tion standards all reside in a narrow RF frequency band compared with the carrier fre

quency. In almost all transceivers available today, a RF filter close to the antenna rejects

signals outside of the frequency band for the receiver and/or to filter the PA output to

avoid the spurious emission in a transmitter. When the spurious tones are located outside

of the frequency band, the blocking requirement for receiver and spectral emission for

transmitter are both greatly reduced.
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Furthermore, some wireless standards allow a fixed number of spurious tone excep

tions within the frequency band (i.e., GSM family allows six or twelve in-band and 24

out-of-bandspurious tones - described in Chapter 2). Therefore, by carefully selecting the

reference frequency, the spurious tones can be positionedfar enough awayfrom the center

frequency (outside the band of interest) or strategically placed to satisfy the system

requirements.

4.5 Summary

This chapter describes the fundamentals of a DLL-based frequency multiplier that

include its concept, operation and implication in radio systems. The key performance dif

ference between the DLL-based frequency multiplier and a conventional PLL with a VCO

is that the random timing errors do not accumulate from one cycle of delay chain to the

next in a DLL. This timing jitter accumulation pattern creates a correlation function that

results in a unique phase noise profile. The phase noise profile is constant at low-offset

frequency, which is the result of a good long-term randomtimingerror performance. This

feature is especially attractive for modem narrow-channel cellular telephone applications

where a low phase noise is required at a close-infrequency. Monolithic implementations,

usingthe conventional PLL approach, generally have a difficult timemeeting the require

ments for narrow channel spacing systems due to their high phase noise at a low offset fre

quency.
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In addition to a good low-frequency phase noise performance, spurious tones also

follow a well-defined pattern in the output spectrum. Due to the periodical nature of the

delaychain, all spurioustones are harmonics of the crystal reference frequency. Therefore,

the nearest spurious tones to the carrier are located at away. This simple and

well-defined spurious tone pattern gives the radio system designer an extra degree of free

dom for frequency planningduring the system design.

The next chapter introduces the systemdesign for the DLL-based frequency multi

plier. The transfer function ofeach building block is derived, andthe overall system equa

tion will be analyzed. This will be followed by a description of the detailed circuit

implementation for the low jitter delay stage with several design considerations particular

to this LO. Control circuits (i.e., phase detector, charge pump and loop filter) and their

designcriteriawill also be presented.
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5.1 Introduction

The previous chapterpresented a novel approach to implementing a low phase noise

local oscillator. The concept of using the DLL-based frequency multiplier to generate a

fixed-frequency LO was described anda five-delay-stage example was given. The unique

jitter accumulation pattern provides good long-term timing error, which translates to

excellent close-in phase noise performance. This concept was verified using a random

process model. The analysis shows a constant phase noise profile for offset frequencies

less than the input crystal reference frequency, and the phase noise decreases for fre

quency offsetsbeyond the referencefrequency.

This chapterdescribes CMOS design techniques for DLL-based frequency multipli

ers.The system leveldesign consideration is first introduced witha linearized small-signal

AC model. In this model, transfer functions of each functional block and the overall sys

tem are defined; as well as the design techniques for each block are presented. Special

attention is given to the delay stage because it is the main contributor of random timing
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error in the delay chain, and it determines the performance of the local oscillator. The

feedback-path components alsoplay an important role in minimizing spurious tones in the

output signal. Finally, the operation and design of the edge combiner, which accepts the

delayed edges from the DLL and generates the final synthesized waveform, is discussed.

5.2 Small-Signal AC Model

Fig. 5.1 is a simplified block diagram of a DLL-based frequency multiplier. The

phase detector accepts inputs from the V.^ and of the delay chain and outputs the

phase difference. Thisphase difference output determines the charge pump action, and the

loop filter averages thecharge pump output. When the feedback is in place, the loop filter
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outputs a control voltage which minimizes the phase difference at the inputs of the phase

detector. In the steady state, the phase difference between and of delay chain is

ideally zero. The edge combiner, which is not inside the DLL feedback loop, will not be

included for this small-signal AC analysis.

5.2.1 Voltage-Controlled Delay Line

In the operation of a Delay-Locked Loop (DLL), the phase difference between

and of the delay chain (in Fig. 5.1) are adjusted by the control signal, If the

crystal referencephase is fixed, to vary the phase of with respect to the crystal refer

ence phase, the time delay of the delay stage needs to be adjusted. The phase difference

between and is equal to.

hiff-

The followings are threekeycharacteristics required by the delay chain.

- N

•f = 1

-2% (5-1)

For the example in Fig. 5.1,whenthe DLLloop is in the locked condition, the crys

tal reference, , and the output of the delay chain, , are in-phase\ or equivalently the

sum of phasedelays of all delaystagesis exactly one periodof the reference frequency by

design. To generate the desired frequency usingthe edge combiner, the DLL output wave

formedgesarerequired to be evenly spacedwithin the reference frequency period. There

fore, all delay stages need to have an identical time/phase delay and to be adjusted
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(a) (b)

Fig.5.2:Somepossible Transfer Functions for DLLFrequency Synthesizer.

uniformly. This not only simplifies the design of the delay chain, but also minimizes the

spurious tone component at the edge combiner output.

In the delay chain, the frequency of the propagating signal is already known,

Therefore, a simple phase detector can be used in place of the phase/frequency detector

commonly found ina PLL. This may simplify the phase detector design complexity, how

ever it imposes an additional constraint on the delay stage transfer function. In order for

the DLL to properly lock to thecorrectedge, the delay chain transfer function needs to be

monotonic within the tuning range, shown in Fig. 5.2. For example, if the delay per stage

vs. follows the parabolic curve inFig. 5.2a; two *s are possible for a given time

delay and an incorrect locking condition may occur for the DLL. With a monotonic trans

fer function (Fig. 5.2b), a time delay corresponds to a single control voltage where no

ambiguity is present. (In reality, a phase/frequency detector is still needed to detect the

phase offset. See next section.)
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Although the phase/frequency detector used in this implementation determines the

phaseoffset between and , it doesnot always match corresponding edgesfrom the

correct and pair. For instance, in Case 1of Fig. 5.3, if is severely leading

by more than , thephase/frequency detector may determine that is lagging the

previous edgeof by less than and try to adjust the control voltage to speed up

the delay stagesevenfurther. The opposite can also happen when is severely lagging

by more than r^g/2, shown in Case 2ofFig. 5.3. Therefore, to avoid the above situa

tion, signals presented at the phase detector inputs need to be within a certain range, ide

ally within ±T^^/2, to guaranteed a correct phase detection. The total phase delay of the

delay chain needs to be within ±k/2 of the reference period by design including process

variation.

Given the above characteristics, the transfer function for the delay chain is the input/

outputphasedifference vs. the control signal,withthe units radians/volt. Unlikethe VCO
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whose s-domain transfer function is K^qq/s (phase is integral of frequency, in s-domain

integral is iA), the delay chain outputs the phase information directly. As a result, the

transfer function for the delay chain is not frequency dependent. In addition, this transfer

function needs to be monotonic as described earlier. Therefore, the transfer function is

assumed to be a constant,

^VDL

Since the total phase difference is the sum of the total time delays of identical delay

stages, this transfer function can also be written as a function of the time delay per delay

stagevs. the controlsignal. Thiswill be used for circuitdesign later in this chapter.

5.2.2 Phase Detector and Charge Pump

In the feedback control path, the phase detector and charge pump generally work

together to convert the phase difference into an electrical signal that can be processed by

laterstages. In the DLLloop, if thecrystal phase is used as a reference, the output of the

delay chain can be either leading or lagging from the crystal reference phase, shown in

Fig. 5.3. When the delaychainoutputis lagging the reference, the delayper stageneeds to

be shortened; on the contrary, when the delay chain output is leading the reference, the

time delay needs to be lengthened (See Fig. 5.4). Therefore, the phase detector needs to

distinguishnot only the absolutephase difference, but also the phase relationship. Already
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shown in Fig. 5.3, the inputs to the phase detector are required to be within ±k/2 of the

reference period for a correct phase detection.

After the phasedetector determines thephase offset, it needs to be convertedinto an

electrical signal which can be processed by later stages. Several methods are available to

perform this function, while a common approach is touse a charge pump [73]. Theidea of

a charge pump is to deposit orwithdraw charges to theoutput node according tothephase

offset determined by thephase detector. This is accomplished by time-multiplexing charge

pump currents in or outof theoutput node, and charges aredeposited or withdrawn.

Therefore, the combined function of the phase detector and charge pump is to take a

phase difference as an inputand apply the chargepump current to the output for a portion

of the period that is proportional to the phase offset. The combined transfer function is

then

F - tr - {cP ( amp \PPD-CP('> - '̂ PD-CP - 2% {radian) (5-3)
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where l^p is the charge pump current, and the transfer function has the unit of

amp/radians.

5.23 Loop Filter

The signal coming from the phasedetectorand charge pump combinationhas a large

periodic content due to the recurring phase detection. To remove the high frequency com

ponent and average the charge pump output, a loop filter is applied at the output of the

charge pump. This filter output is then used as the control voltage for the delay chain.

Unlikethe staticphase error in the PLLcase, it results in large spurious tone compo

nents in the output of the DLL-based frequency multiplier. Therefore, an infinite DC gain

in the loop filter transfer function is essential to minimize the static phaseerror. A typical

loop filter for this application may have a transfer function.

= — (5-4)

where is the loopfilter gain andthe integrator l/s represents an infinite DC gain.

5.2.4 Overall DLL Transfer Function

The simplified block diagram of the DLL loop shown in Fig. 5.5a can be re-drawn

with the small-signal AC transfer functions of the building blocks from the previous sec

tions. This is shown in Fig. 5.5b. This figure can be easily recognized as a simple
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first-order feedback system. When the loop is in a steady-state locked condition, the

S'domain phasetransfer function from input to output is

where

= =

0.(5) 1+GW \+K

^VDL ' ^PD - CP '

VDL ' ^PD - CP

G(j) - Kpp_ Qp •Kj^p •Kyj^j/s

(5-5)

(5-6)

is theloopgain of the DLL loop. With some simple algebraic manipulations, Eq. 5 - 5 can

be re-written as

_ ^PD- CP ' ^LF' ^VDL
0.{s) s + Kpp_ Qp •Kj^p •Kypj^

(5-7)

This equation suggests a first order loop transfer function which is inherently stable.

Unlike the small-signal AC model for a typical PLL, a minimum of a second order transfer

function is required.
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Since the transfer function is inherently stable, a wider loop bandwidth can be used.

This allows a fast acquisition time, as well as the use of smaller loop filter capacitors facil

itating integration. Similar to the PLL case, the small-signal AC model is only valid when

the loop bandwidth is much smaller than thephase detector comparison frequency (gener

ally 10:1). Therefore, the upperlimitof the loop bandwidth is limitedby the crystal refer

ence frequency and is generally in the MHz range.

Assuming the DLL loop is ideal (with infinite bandwidth), which guarantees signals

at v.„ and of the delay chain are perfectly in-phase, the thermal-noise-induced ran

dom timing error associated with each delay stage determines the noise performance of

the local oscillator. In reality, the loop has a finite bandwidth which limits the loop

response time. A slow acting variation in the control voltage which causes the correlated

timing error for delay stages is quickly corrected by the loop. These variations generally

prolong or shorten the time delay of delay stages uniformly. However, a fast acting varia

tion whose frequency might be higher than the loop bandwidth is not corrected by the

loop. These variations usually come from supply and control voltage noise. There also

exists one case where the loop is not able to correct regardless of the loop bandwidth.

When the timing errors for delay stages are un-correlated (shown in Fig. 5.6 where some

random timing errors are longer and some are shorter), the total timing error at the output

of the delay chain no longer carries the timing error information of each individual delay

stage. Since the phase detector only detects the phase difference between and of
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the delay chain, the loop is only able to correct the average timing error. This case gener

ally occurs when the error sources are localized to the delay stage.

5.2.5 Edge Combiner

The last functional block before the RF output signal is the edge combiner. This

block combines all the delayed edges from the DLL and generates a RF signal. Fig. 4.2

showed the basic operation of edge combiner, a more analytical approach is in this section

[74].

Since the edge combiner function is to sum the various delayed versions of the input

signal, , its operation is similar to a A^-tap Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter model

(Shown in Fig. 5.7 is a five-stage example). Bach "D" block represents a delay stage in the

delay chain, whose function is to delay the input signal, , by 1//^ (/^ is the output car-
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rier frequency). The output of the FIR filter can then be described using the following

equation.

-j2<o/f^ -73©//^ -74©//^
= % + a^e +^2^ "+«3^ + a^e (5-8)

where a,- 's are weighting coefficients in the digital filter. Assuming all the coefficients are

unity, Eq. 5-8 can be written as

T/ ^72©//. 7©//. -7©//o -72©/^%„,(7®) = e '\e +e +l+e +e

and can be further simplified to

V„„,(/0)) = •[l +2•cos(|)+2•cos(^)]

(5-9)

(5-10)

The plot for Eq. 5 - 10is shown in Fig.5.8wherethe y-axis is the magnitude and the

x-axis is frequency normalized to . The filter transfer function suggests that the DC and

components are enhanced, where as the frequencies at integer multiples of /^/5

encounter nulls. In other words,for the DLL-based frequency multiplier, the harmonicsof
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the reference input frequency are ideally cancelled with the exception at 5 frequency,

which is the desired output frequency in this example.

Therefore, by properly summing the DLL output waveforms, the desired LO output

can be generatedfrom the edge combiner. Since the edge combiner operation is completed

outside of the DLL loop, there is no effect on the phase noise profile. However, depending

on the circuit topology, it does contribute to some buffer phase noise to the final output.

This will be discussed in Chapter 6.

5.3 CMOS Delay Stage Design

The analysis in the previous chapter indicated that the majority of the phase noise

comes from timing uncertainties in the delayed edges. A great deal of attention is devoted
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to the delay stage design, not only to ensure the proper DLL operation, but also to mini

mize its noise contribution. This section begins with a basic delay chain design which

complies with the requirements described in Section 5.2.1. It is followed by a detailed

explanation of the specificdesignparameters, suchas the voltage swing,voltagegain and

delay variation.

5.3.1 Basic Delay Chain Design

The delay chain consists of cascaded delay stages. Although the total time delay of

the delay chain can be adjusted by varying the phase of one delay stage, as described in

Section 5.2.1, the delaystages within the delay chain are identical andneedto be adjusted

uniformly. Identical delay stages also offer a larger phase tuning range at the delay chain

output to accommodate a wider output frequency range.

Fig. 5.2 shows that the delay chain transfer function needs to be monotonic to avoid

the incorrect DLL locking condition. The individual delay-stage transfer function also

needs to be monotonic with the sametransfer function since the phasedifference between

v,.„ and andthe phase delay perstagerelationship is described in Eq.5 - 1.The over

all delay chain transfer function can be written in terms of the single delay-stage transfer

function (i.e., time delay per stage vs. control voltage).

Given the above two requirements, a basic differential delay stage consisting of a

NMOS input differential pair with triode-region PMOS loads is chosen for its process

independence andsimplicity in thedelay control. Itscircuit schematic is shown in Fig.5.9
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Fig. 5.9: Differential Delay Cell with PMOS Triode Load.

and a similar delay stage was used in [75][76]. Extra capacitors are added at the output

nodes to achieve the desired delay per stage for a given application. Assuming the capaci-

tive loading at the output is approximately constant, the delay per stage can be adjusted by

varying the current source with a control voltage. The next three sub-sections will focus

on the discussion of the design parameters for this circuit in terms of the voltage gain,

voltage swing, and replica bias circuits.

53.2 Interstage Gain Consideration

In designing cascaded delay stages, it is essential to maintain the signal level

throughout the entire delay chain. To achieve that, a sufficient gain per stage is required.

Assuming the single-ended voltage swing is and the current source is the

small-signal gain per stage can be expressed as
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•R 2•(Iss^2) ^ (-5. in
^ ^ ^ VgS(N)~^TN hs ^GS(N)~^TN

where Rj^ is theequivalent resistance of the triode region PMOS device. In orderto main

tain the signal level, the gain per stage has to be greater than one, > 1. This suggests that

^GSiN)~^TN- other hand, a higher gain amplifies the thermal noise from the

previous stage and increases the timing error. Therefore, the gain is kept as small as possi

ble with a sufficient safety margin to satisfy > 1 within some process variation toler

ances.

Since the lower bound for is set by the random timing error requirement

(See Appendix A), this determines the minimum ^sw allowed. In general,with the consid

eration of the design safety margin, is required to be 50-70% higher than

^GS(N)~^TN- roughly 1.5 -1.7. The design considerations for will

be discussed in the following section.

5.3.3 Voltage Swing Consideration

The choice of the output voltage swing in the differential delay stage with triode

region PMOS loads is influenced by many factors. To generate a high output frequency

from the DLL-based frequency multiplier, per stage needs to be small. In the

first-order model, can be approximated as

^SW
'delay =

'ss
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where is the capacitive loading at the output node. Assuming and are fixed for

a particular design, will be linearly proportional to and a small will result

a small t^^i^y. On the other hand, a small may not be able to switch the subsequent

differential stages completely. The differential input voltage required to fully switch a

NMOS differential pairis approximately Jl times thebalanced of the input

devices [77]. Also, a small ^sw is more susceptible to the thermal noise problem in the

delay stage.

Already seen in the previous section on the delay stage gain, ^sw is required to be

larger than Vgs{N)~^tn' DLL-based frequency multiplier, the outputs of each

delay stage is used to drive the edge combiner inputs. Although buffers are placed

between the delay chain and the edge combiner, a large swing is still required to ensure the

proper operation for the edge combiner. Ideally, a rail-to-rail swing, desir

able.

There are other considerations that limit the upper bound for In this differential

delay stage design (Fig. 5.9), PMOS load transistors must be kept in the triode region for

the entire phase tuning ranige. In order to achieve this, the source-drain voltage of the

PMOS has to be less than the device gate overdrive,

^DS(P) ~ ^GS(P) ~ ^TP (5-13)

The range for can be close to the full supply voltage, and therefore, upper bound

for is set by - Vjp. For example, with a 3.3V supply voltage and a PMOS thresh-
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old voltage of 0.7V, can be as large as 2V. In practice, the PMOS load device is gen

erally kept well inside the triode region over the full voltage swing range to ensure a

relatively-constant channel resistance. Hence, the -3dBfrequency of the delay stage does

not vary greatly due to the PMOS load variation.

In addition to the triode region PMOS load devices, NMOS input differential pair

devices arerequired to remain in thesaturation region throughout thevoltage swing range.

For device MI in Fig. 5.9, when input is at 3.3V supply, the drain-source voltage of Ml

can be small enough to push thedevice intothetriode region and lose thecurrent gain, .

To avoid this, the following condition needs to be met,

(^CC " - ^S{N) ^ (^CC ~ ~

or equivalently,

^TN '̂̂ SW (5-15)

The in the above equation is heavily influenced by the body effect since the source

potential is below the input voltage, however well above the substrate potential.

Taking into account the considerations described above and the previous section,

^sw is chosen to be around IV where the PMOS loaddevices can be comfortably in the

triode region, and the of the differential pair input devices also satisfies the

requirements for noise and gain.
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5.3.4 Replica Bias Circuit

Fig. 5.2 suggests that to achieve proper locking condition in the DLL, monotonicity

is required in the delay chain transfer function. Eq. 5-12 indicates and l^s are

inversely proportional to each other if and Q are fixed. Because of the extra added

capacitors, c^, is roughly a constant; therefore, it is important to keep constant for

different values of to ensure the monotonicity for the delay stage transfer function.

Since , variable-resistance triode region PMOS devices, M3 and M4 in

Fig. 5.9, are used as the loads, , to maintain a constant ^sw for the differential delay

stage. Fig. 5.10 shows a conceptual block diagram of the replica bias circuit which adjusts

the PMOS gate voltage with a feedback loop to keep ^sw a constant. This technique was

introduced by B. Kim for use in the disk drive clock recovery PLLs [75][78][79]. In the

replica bias circuit, a "replica" delay stage circuit is used along with an OpAmp. The tail
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current, is equal to the current in delay stages and is equal to The

feedback forces the drain voltage of Ml to be equal to Vp^p for a given by adjusting

the Ml gate voltage. When the current in the delay stage changes to accommodate a differ

ent phase delay requirement, is changed accordingly. The replica bias sets up a new

Ml gate voltage which ensures the same This then achieves the monotonicity

according to Eq. 5-12. Another important consideration for the use of replica bias is to

ensure the swing is relatively insensitive to process variation [80].

The OpAmp specification for this application is relatively simple. Since the accu

racy requirement is relatively-relaxed for the replica bias circuit, a reasonable DCgain for

the OpAmp is sufficient. The control voltage which varies the tail current had been filtered

by theloop filter, hence, no high frequency component is present. TheOpAmp -3dB band

width only needs to be on the order of the loop filter bandwidth.

5.3.5 Implementation

Fig. 5.11 shows the detailed circuit schematics of the delay stage with the replica

bias circuit. The voltage swing chosen is IV (2.3 - 3.3V) across the PMOS load device and

no level shift is required between the delay stages. Extra poly-poly capacitors are intro

duced at the output nodes to achieve the proper time delay (shown as C1 and C2). Time

delay for each delay stage is adjusted through the NMOS current source. Devices Ml, M2

andM3 in replica bias are identical to the corresponding devices in the delay stage. Ml

mirrors the current source from the delay stage and M3 sets up the across its
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source-drain. A PMOS source follower M4 is inserted between the triode load and current

source device for the following two reasons,

1. For circuit configuration in Fig. 5.10, if the PMOS load device. Ml, enters satura

tion region during transient, the replica bias loop gain may increase to a point

where the loop becomes unstable. In Fig. 5.11, this problem is alleviated by con

necting M3 gate to M4 drain to ensureM3 in triode region during the transient.

2. Large load capacitance is found on PMOS gate since it is used to connect to all the

PMOS load devices in the delay chain. For configuration in Fig. 5.10, the large

capacitance will load the OpAmp output considerably. In Fig. 5.11, by inserting

M4, it acts as a source follower buffer to the OpAmp output and the large capaci

tance of the PMOS gate node does not affect the OpAmp pole location to the first

order.
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The OpAmp topology used is a simple two stage configuration with the pole split

ting compensation. The compensation capacitor, Q, is connected between the node N1

and OUT to take advantage of the low impedance at OUT and move the feed-forward zero

to a higher frequency. Similar OpAmp topology can be found in [77] and other references.

5.4 Control Circuitry Design

Although themajor noise contribution in theDLL-based frequency multiplier comes

from the random timing error in the delay stages, the feedback control circuits are impor

tant to ensure a correct operation of the DLL. Thefeedback path consists of phase detec

tor, charge pump and loop filter. All of these blocks work together to implement the

desired transfer function.

5.4.1 Phase Detector

Phase detector (PD) which senses the phase difference between the input and output

of the delay chain performs a critical function to ensure the correct DLL operation. The

accuracy of the phase detection determines the spurious tone magnitude. Existing phase

detectors include Gilbert multiplier, double-balanced multiplier, triangular phase detector,

etc. Inthis application, a tri-state phase/frequency detector is chosen for itsoperation with

the charge pump.
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Fig. 5.12 shows the state and logical block diagram of a tri-state phase/frequency

detector [81]. With three states, this phase detector can detect both phase and frequency.

Although both inputs to the phase detector for this application are at the samefrequency^ a

tri-state phase detector is still chosen for its ability to distinguish the two cases shown in

Fig. 5.4. Assuming the flip-flops are triggered on the rising edge, v, will cause the

(UP) waveform to rise and will cause the v^, (DN) waveform to rise. When both vy and

vy arehigh, theAND gateresetsthe flip-flop andboth Vy and arebroughtback to zero

immediately.
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This phase detector generates two pulses whose pulse width difference is ideally

equal tothe phase difference ofthe input signals. Depending on the time delay ofthe reset

path, the shorter pulse might be a small spike due to the finite rise and fall time in logic

gates. In order to achieve a better matching between UP/DN pulses, extra delays are

inserted in the reset path (shown in Fig. 5.13) to increase both pulses' widths by the same

amount. The upper limit for the extra added delay in the reset path is the noise perfor

mance. These two signals are used in the charge pump to convert the phase difference

information to an electrical signal.

The complete implementation ofthe phase/frequency detector is shown inFig. 5.14^

[82]. The flip-flop's are implemented with cross-coupled OR gates and each gate uses

DCVSL topology shown in Fig. 5.15. DCVSL gates are chosen because of the rail-to-rail

InFig. 5.14, INisfor the delay chain input signal and OUT isfor the delay chain output signal.
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positive latch action for a fast rise/fall time. Complimentary outputs, which are required

for the charge pump operation, are also available with the DCVSL topology.

5.4.2 Charge Pump

The use ofacharge pump in the PLL was first introduced by Floyd M. Gardner [73]

and has been widely used in PLL and DLL applications. Fig. 5.16 shows the conceptual

diagram for a charge pump. The UP/DN signals generated by the phase detector are used

to time-multiplex the currents from the current sources, and into the output

node. Assuming that UP/DN pulse shapes and switches are ideal, the

pulse width difference between the UP and DN signals is proportional to the charges

deposited and withdrawn at the output node. For example, if inputs to the phase detector

are perfectly in-phase and the UP/DN signals are identical, the current measured at the

output node would be ideally zero. On the other hand, if the inputs to the phase detector

are not in-phase, the average current measured at the output is ^ •e , where 0 is the
Ik ^ ^
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phase difference between the two inputs to the phase detector. Therefore, the combined

transfer function for the phase detector and charge pump is

K
PD-CP 2%

(5-16)

One important aspect in the charge pump design is to minimize the dynamic mis

match between the UP and DN currents. The dynamic mismatches mainly arise from the

asymmetry in rise and fall times of UP/DN signals, as well as the difference in the electron

mobility for NMOS/PMOS. Shown in Fig. 5.17 is a simple charge pump circuit sche

matic. When M3 and M4 are on, the UP/DN currents are drawn away from the output

node; while M3 and M4 are off, the UP/DN currents are applied to the output node. A

careful examination suggests that nodes A and B experience large voltage swings during

the charge pump cycle. This causes a current mismatch at the output due to the different
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recovery time onnodes A and B.Furthermore, if the node A potential is below the output

voltage when M3 is on, a reverse current flow may discharge the output node (vice versa

fornode B).The dynamic mismatch needs tobecompensated byastatic phase error at the

PD input which translates to spurious tones inthe overall output. In DLL frequency multi

plier application, the static phase error must be minimized.

Knowing the dynamic mismatch problem described in Fig. 5.17, a charge pump cir

cuit with small internal node voltage variations is shown in Fig. 5.18 [83]. When DN is

high, the current, CSl, is mirrored through M2 and M3 to the output and the voltage at

node A is below . When DN is low, the current, CSl, isdirected to the supply

and the voltage at node A is roughly below In the same way, node B also

experiences a smaller voltage variation during the UP/DN cycle. Hence, this charge pump
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configuration achieves a better dynamic current matching than the one in Fig. 5.17. A rep

lica charge pump is used to ensure identical loading on both UP/DN, UP/DN PD outputs.

5.4.3 Loop Filter

The function of a loop filter is to remove the high frequency components in the

charge pump output and produce a control voltage to adjust the current sources in the

delay stages shown in Fig. 5.9. From the previous chapter, it has been shown that an infi

nite DC gain in the loop filter transfer function minimizes the static phase error. Further

more, to minimize the effect of early voltage or the X effect in the charge pump output, an

active circuit is used to keep the charge pump output voltage relatively constant during the

transient. This results in a better current matching, hence reduces the static phase error.

The above two requirements suggest a loop filter configuration which is shown in

Fig. 5.19.
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Ctrl

The capacitive inputguarantees an infiniteloop gain at DC, and the active loop filter

produces a virtual ground node at the charge pump output. The output of the loop filter

controls the current source devices and varies the tail current until a locking condition is

achieved. Due to the largenumberof delay stages in the delay chain, when the loop filter

output is connected to the current sources directly, a large capacitive load is present. This

reduces the filter bandwidth considerably. To mitigate this effect, the large gate capaci

tance is incorporated into the loop filter design as shown in Fig. 5.20. Transistor Ml is

designed to have the reference current for the delay stage current sources. The resis

tive-loaded low-gain "post-amplifier" enables the non-dominant pole to be at a high fre

quency, while the dominant pole isformed by the gate capacitance, C^, of the delay stage

current source devices. The pole-splitting compensation capacitor, Q, moves the

non-dominant pole to an even higher frequency to ensure its effect on the OpAmp is negli

gible. When the feedback is in place, the bandwidth is increased by the OpAmp DC gain
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Loop Filter OpAmp Delay Cell

5

P^ ncas

Fig. 5.21: Circuit Schematic for Loop Filter.

and the DC output voltage is determined by the dynamics of DLL loop. The voltage drop

across the resistor, determines the current required for the delay stages to achieve a

locking condition. This current is mirrored to the delay stage current sources via Ml. The

process variation of the resistor is taken into consideration in the prototype implementa

tion.

Fig. 5.21 shows the complete circuit schematic for the loop filter OpAmp. The main

OpAmp uses a folded cascode topology [77] with NMOS inputs. "Post-amplifier" is the

same as what was described in Fig. 5.20 where Ml is designed to have the reference cur-
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Fig. 5.22: Circuit Schematic for Edge Combiner (N=9).

rent for the delay stage current sources. The compensationcapacitor is placed between the

output node and node X to avoid the feed-forward zero in the standard Miller compensa

tion. A controlled high-ohmic poly resistor is used for with the consideration of pro

cess variation and locking range. Current source device M2 provides roughly half of the

desired current to ensure a proper start-up condition.

5.5 Edge Combiner

It is clear from the discussion in the previous chapter that the function of an edge

combiner is to take the outputs of the DLL and generate a RF frequency. It has been shown

in Section 5.2.5, by properly summing the delayed output signals, unwanted harmonics

are cancelled ideally.
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Fig. 5.22 shows the circuit schematic for the edge combiner. The circuit consists of

N differential pairs (where N is the number of stage or the multiplying ratio) and each is

driven by an output from the delay chain. In addition, two spiral inductors are used to tune

out the drain parasitic capacitance associated with the NMOS differential pairs. Since the

outputs from delay chain are spaced evenly within the reference period, they time-multi

plex the currents, , into the LC-tanks. From the N-tap FIR filter analysis shown earlier

in this chapter, a differential current, ±1^^, can be found toggling between the +/- output

nodes at the desired local oscillator frequency. The output swing is roughly equal to

hs' (2^ • where Qis the quality factor and is the equivalent series resistance of

the spiral inductor. The output DC point is around The example

shown in Fig. 5.22 where = 9 is the actual implementation of the edge combiner in the

experimental prototype. This will be described in more detail in Chapter 6.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, the system level design consideration was first introduced with a lin

earized small-signal AC model. The transfer function for each individual block was

derived and implemented in the system model. The CMOS design techniques for the key

building blocks were presented with a special attention on the delay stage. In the next

chapter, a brief summary about the target cellular system will be discussed, followed by a

detailed description of the prototype implementation and the overall performance estima

tion.
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Chapter 6

Prototype Implementation

6.1 Introduction

As a demonstration of the DLL-based frequency multiplier technique, a fiilly inte

grated CMOS local oscillator prototype for IS-137 dual-mode standard has been imple

mented in a O.SSiLim CMOS technology. A discussion of specific implementation details

including complete circuit schematics and layout can be found in this chapter.

6.2 IS-137 Dual-Mode Standard

IS-137 [84], also known as the dual-mode TDMA/AMPS system, is a Time Division

Multiple Access (TDMA) digital cellular standard that is backward compatible with the

widely available Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS), conunonly known as the

"analog** cellular system.

The operating frequency range for IS-137 is between 824 - 849 MHz for the mobile

transmit and 869 - 894 MHzfor the mobile receive; and each channel occupies 30 kHzof

bandwidth. The required RF sensitivity for all channels over which the mobile station is
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designed to operate is -116 dBm or better. With the 50Q sourcenoisepower spectral den

sity (PSD) being -174 dBm, the available noise power at the input can be derived to be

approximately -129 dBm.

- 114dBm + 10 • log{30kHz) = -l29dBm (6 - 1)

Assuming the required SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) to achieve an acceptable BER (Bit

Error Rate) is 5 dB, the system noise figure is then 8 dB.

- 1l6dBm - (- l29dBm + 5dB{SNR)) = SdB(NF) (6 - 2)

With the fundamental RF sensitivity requirement described above, the information

provided below only contains sections of the IS-137 standard that are relevant to the local

oscillator design, in particular for the Mobile Station (MS). The key specifications are

described in the adjacent and alternate channel desensitization and intermodulation spu

rious response attenuation sections.

The adjacent/alternate channel selectivity and desensitization of a receiver is a mea

sure of its ability to receive a modulated input signal on its assigned channel frequency in

the presence of a second modulated input frequency spaced either one/two channel (30/60

kffz) above or below the assigned channel. The intermodulation spurious response attenu

ation of the receiver is the measure of its ability to receive a modulated input RF signal

frequency in the presence of two unmodulated interfering signals assigned at specific fre

quencies. The IS-137 standard has separate specifications for the analog and digital modes

of operation.
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Analog Mode Operation

The adjacent/alternate channel selectivity and desensitization is measured by con

necting two RF signal generators to the receiver. Set one RF signal generator at reference

sensitivity (-116 dBm) and increase by 3 dB. Set the frequency of the second RF signal

generator to either 30/60 kHz above or below the first RF signal generator. Adjust the level

of the second RF signal generator until the output SNR reduces back to 5 dB. Or equiva-

lently, the adjacent/alternate channel interference generates an equal amount of noise as

the system noise floor, hence reduce the SNR by 3 dB.

The minimum adjacent/alternate channel selectivity is 16 dB / 60 dB. To calculate

the phase noise required for the adjacent channel

-16dB - 10 • \og(30kHz) - 5dB(SNR) = -66dBc/Hz @ 30 kHz (6 - 3)

or equivalently, it can be calculated by measuring the adjacent/alternate channel power to

the system noise floor. The adjacent channel power is - 1\6dBm + 16(dB) = -lOOdBm

and the system noise floor is - \19dBm + %dB{NF) - -\2\dBm. The phase noise for

the adjacent channel is

- 121dBm - (-lOOdBm) - 10 • \ogi30kHz) = -66dBc/Hz @ 30 kHz (6 - 4)

Same method suggests the phase noise requirement for the alternate channel is

-llOdBc/Hz @60kHz.

A similar experiment is performed for the intermodulation spurious response attenu

ation. Insteadof one RF signal generatoras the interferencesignal, two RF signal genera-
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tors are used. While the desired signal is set at 3 dB above the reference sensitivity, the

levels of two RF interference signals areadjusted together until the output SNR falls back

to 5 dB,

Two tests areperformed for the intermodulation attenuation. The close-spaced inter-

modulation spurious responseattenuation for a pair of signals at 60 kHzand 120kHz is 65

dB. The wide-spaced intermodulation spurious response attenuation for a pairofsignals at

330 kHz and 660 kHz is70dB. To calculate the phase noise required for theclose-spaced

case,

-6SdB- 10 • log(30k/fz)-5dB{SNR)-3dB = -llSdBc/Hz@ 60kHz (6 - 5)

where the 3 dB is accounting for the contributions from both spurious tones. Similarly,

-\23dBc/Hz @ 330 kHz is required for the wide-spaced intermodulation.

Digital Mode Operation

In digital mode operation, the adjacent/alternate channel selectivityand desensitiza-

tion is identical to that of analog mode operation. For the intermodulation spurious

response attenuation, only one test of two RF interferences are specified by the standard.

The intermodulation spurious response attenuation for a pair of signals at 120 kHzand 240

kHz is 65 dB. This, in tum, translates to a phase noise of -1 l^dBc/Hz @ 120 kHz.

Table 6-1 summarizes the phase noise requirements for the IS-137 dual-mode stan

dard. The shaded boxes indicate the critical phase noise specification for the design. For

GSM family standard, the required phase noise at 600 kHzis -122 dBc/Hz [85]. Normaliz-
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ing this value to 60 kHz using 20 dB/dec phase noise roll-off in a VCO, the equivalent

phase noise required at 60 kHz is -102 dBc/Hz. Therefore, the IS-137 system has a much

more difficult phase noise specification.

TABLE 6-1 Summary of Phase Noise Spec, for IS-137

Offset Frequency Analog Mode Digital Mode

30 kHz

60 kHz -llOdBc/Hz -llOdBc/Hz

60/120 kHz n/a

120/240 kHz n/a -118dBc/Hz

330/660 kHz n/a

6.3 Technology

The experimental prototype was fabricated in STMicroelectronics HCM0S6 0.35|im

3.3V process. This process includes two layers of poly and five layers of metal. In addi

tion, it also features passive devices such as poly-poly capacitors, diffusion resistor, variet

ies of controlled poly resistors and a high ohmic poly resistor. Due to the non-disclosure

agreement (NDA) with STMicroelectronics, no further details can be released regarding

the process at this time.

6.4 Chip Overview

Fig. 6.1 shows an implementation block diagram of the frequency-multiplier IC. A

nine-stage delay chain with a 100MHz input crystal oscillator is locked to the half-period

of the reference frequency, and it generates edges triggered by the crystal oscillator transi-
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tions to form the 900 MHzoutput. In many modem transceiver architectures (described in

Chapter 2), I/Q quadrature signals are required. Togenerate signals that are quadrature in

phase (90 degrees or n/2 outofphase), eachdelay stageconsists of two delay cells of the

type shown in Fig. 5.9. The additional delay cells generate new edges thatare 7c/2 apart

in the output waveform period and allow straightforward generation of a quadrature LO

signalwith an additional edgecombiner. This is shownin Fig. 6.1. The requiredadditional

delay cells and buffers are included on the experimental chip but the additional edge com

biner is not included. The buffers consist of three differential pairs cascaded to drive the

edge combiner inputs.

Fig. 5.9 showeda detailed circuit schematics of a delay cell with the replicabias cir

cuit. The nominal required delay per stage for this implementation is

' x-^ = „ = 278pi (6-6)9-/„y 2x2 9 mMHz 4

The crystal oscillator input is first amplified by a differential amplifier to increase

the signal level, then applied to the delay chain input. A replica bias circuit is used to

adjust the load resistance in the delay cells for a fixed output voltage swing and proper

time delay. Buffers, identical to the delay cell, are placed at the output of each delay cell

not only to sharpen the transitions but also to present equal loading to each DLL output

node. A separate replica bias circuit is used to adjust the load resistance of the buffer to

ensure a fixed voltage swing for process variations. The output of the delay buffers are

waveforms that are evenly spaced within the reference period and nearly a squared wave.
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These waveforms are then used as inputs to the edge combiner to generate the desired out

put frequency.

In this prototype, an on-chip master bias circuit is used to generate a reference cur

rent that is mirrored throughout the entire chip to provide the biasing current.

6.5 Master Bias

Fig. 6.2 shows the circuit schematic of the master currentbias used on chip. It uti

lizes a feedback loop to match the A difference in a pair of unmatched bipolar devices

to a HVqs- V't-) difference in a pair of unmatched MOS devices. Transistors Q1 and Q2

are a pair of unmatched bipolars whose area are 20X difference in size. Ml and M2 are

source followers for level shifts. M3 and M4 also have the size mismatch. Withfeedback,

the current is

, fw) [f
1-

'(W/Ll

A start-up circuit, not shown in Fig. 6.2, is also included in this design. Similar bias cir

cuits can be found in [86] or other analog IC reference books.
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Fig. 6.2: Circuit Schematic for Master Bias.
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6.6 Output Buffer

The outputs of the edge combiner are DC level-shifted down to approximately

Vqq/I and connected to a pair of open drain NMOS devices. The NMOS devices are

loaded with SOQ resistors externally through bondwires and connected to the measure

ment equipment.

6.7 Performance Estimation

Using the circuit parameters according to the design shown in the previous chapter,

the phase noise performance can be estimated using the thermal-noise-induced random

timing error for the delay cell [89][90][91] and the DLL random-timing-error correlation
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analysis presented in Chapter 4. The normalized timing error of a differential delay cell

shown in Fig. 5.9 can be described as

This analysis is summarized in Appendix A for completeness. Extra capacitance,

C^= 100/F, was added to each delay cell output to achieve the required delay. V^^-Vj of

NMOS inputdevices is approximately 500 mV. The noisecontribution factor ^ is approx

imately 1.5 for this circuit topology.

To estimate the phase noise of DLL frequency multiplier in terms of the normalized

timing jitter, Eq. 4-16 (repeated here for clarity) is used.

oo r N-2

^r(Q) = I Kr- I
n = k = -iN-2)

8(n -k)' ^
Z= 1

(6 - 9)

where // = 9 is the number of stages, Q. is the normalized frequency and is the vari

ance of the timing jitter which is equal to This equation describes an imple

mentation of the DLL-based frequency multiplier shown in Chapter4, however, does not

consider the design specifics addedfor this actual prototype (i.e., I/Q generation and oth

ers described in Fig. 6.1).

Using Eq. 6 - 9 as a starting point, and taking intoconsideration the specific imple

mentation details for this prototype, the phase noise equation can be simplified to.
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Sj{Q) =Q• X(126 +142 •cosQ +110 •cos2n +102 •cosBQ +118- cos4Q

+ 102 • cos5£2 + 78 • cos6i2 + 62 • coslO.) (6-10)

for this example. Fig. 6.3 shows the phase noise prediction in a log-log plot. This also

accounts for the random timing error added by the crystal buffer before the delay chain,

buffers after the delay chain and the edge combiner. Since both buffer and edge combiner

input devices used in this prototype are identical to the delay cell, it has been shown in

[89] that these circuits contribute a white noise spectrum. The predicted phase noise

agrees with the intuition where the noise profile is constant for frequencies within the ref

erence frequency. The role of integrated spiral inductors in the edge combiner is only to

enhance the LC-tank impedance at the resonance frequency (i.e., 900 MHz). Hence, the

phase noise performance does not depend on the spiral inductor quality factor.
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6.8 1/f Noise

The flicker or l// noise, caused by crystal defects on semiconductor substrate, is

often problematic in integrated circuits. Fig. 2.15 shows that a typical VCO phase noise

also has a 1// noise component in its output spectrum.

In the DLL-basedfrequency multiplier shown in Fig. 6.1, \/f noise is present in all

circuits with active current sources, however, it is not detected at the output around the

desired frequency. For example, the 1// noise presentin the currentsourceof a delay cell

is modulated by the input signal to (same situation for the buffer stages), l// noise

presentin the edge combiner current sources are also modulated up to Since all these

1// noise sources are independent from each other, when the currents are summed in the

edge combiner, only the uncorrelated "white" noise is present at the output. In other

words, 1// noise isonly modulated to the DLL reference frequency but not the output car

rier frequency. This result also contributes tothe low phase noise atthe close-in frequency.

6.9 Layout

Fig. 6.4 shows the chip micrograph of the DLL-based frequency multiplier. Differ

ential crystal inputs are brought infrom the LHS and the differential RFoutputs are taken

from the bottom. The input and output pads are oriented at a 90° angle to minimize the

mutual inductance coupling between bondwires. The delay chain is placed horizontally in
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the center with buffers driving the edge combiner just below the delay chain. The input

and output of the delay chain (indicated in small boxes at upper right and left comers of

delay chain) are used as inputs to the phase detector. Through the charge pump and loop

filter, the circuit generates a control voltage to achieve the desired locking condition. A

master current source with large lateral PNPdevices canbe found at theupper leftcomer.

Two replica bias circuits are located next to the delay chain and delay buffers for the

respective circuit blocks.

With the ultimate goal ofthis research being afully integrated transceiver, the design

pays special attention to noise immunity since some of the other functional blocks in a

radio transceiver are potential noise generators, i.e., A/D converters, switched-capacitor

filters, etc. The differential circuit topology is used throughout the design and multiple

substrate taps are placed close to the noise sensitive circuits to avoid the noise injection.

For analog blocks, substrate taps are placed close to the NMOS transistors and connected

to an analog GND nearby (for common-source configuration, substrate taps are connected

to the source, commonly known as budding contact). For digital blocks, substrate taps are

placed close toNMOS transistors and connected toa separate SUB pin to a dedicated out

put pad. This pad is then joined with GND on the evaluation board. An added advantage

for placing substrate taps close ornext to transistors is tominimize the body effect varia

tion. For common-source devices, no body effect is found since the source and body are

connected. For cascode devices, although the source potential may vary with respect to the

body potential, the effect of Vj on the drain current is greatly reduced due to the source
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degeneration. No additional substrate taps are placed with fears that they may act as noise

receptors to couple extra noise into the circuit [92].

Separate Vdd and GND pins are used for each functional blocks not only to mini

mize the noise coupling between different circuit blocks, but also to reduce the overall

impedance to ground. Multiple ^DD and GND are used throughout the chip. The digital

Vj^jy and GND are separated from the analog ones. Within the analog section, and

GND for different functional blocks are also separated to have more flexibility in terms of

supply voltage variation, power measurement during the experiment.

The starting material for this process is the bulk p+ wafer with a thin epitaxial layer.

This is done primarily to avoid the latch-up condition in digital circuits. However, this

provides a low impedance pathfor noise generating circuits to couple noise. Because the

noise signal stays in the low-resistive p+ region, the traditional isolation using grounded

n-well guard rings to collect noise is not effective [92][93]. In this prototype, the die is

attached to the circuit board directly with a conductive epoxy (this will be described in

Chapter7). The ideais to use thecombination of the lowimpedance substrate andconduc

tive epoxy to provide the lowest impedance path to GND for noiseto travel.

Two large spiral inductors are visible in the die micrograph. Since the quality factor

of the inductors does not affect the phase noise performance, the optimization performed

with ASrriC [94] [95] [96] is to achieve the highest product for the maximum out

put swing. The two spiral inductors are laid out in the same orientation to minimize the
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measured

simulated

Fig. 6.5: SI 1 for Spiral Inductors.

mutual inductance because the output signals are differential. A separate test chip for the

spiral inductor was fabricated in the same process. The simulated and measured values for

the inductor are sununarized in Table 6-2. Fig. 6.5 shows the measured Sjj of the spiral

inductor versus the simulated result.

TABLE 6-2 Spiral Inductor Summary

L 18.022nH 17.69nH

RS 17.810 20.5

Q @ IGHz 4.9 5.4

6.10 Summary

The DLL-based frequency multiplier has been implemented and fabricated using

STMicroelectronics 0.35pm CMOS process. Details about the IC have been described in
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this chapter with the chip micrograph. Experimental data will be presented in the next

chapter.
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Chapter 7

Experimental Results

7.1 Introduction

Following the design and fabrication of the experimental prototype, the DLL-based

frequency multiplier has been characterized for its performance. The key performance

measures for a local oscillator are its phase noise and spurious tone output. In this chapter,

a detailed description of the test setup is provided in the next section. The performance

data for phase noise and spurious tone are presented in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. A summary

of relevant information about this integrated circuit can be found in Section 7.5.

7.2 Test Setup

The integrated circuit is packaged with the chip-on-board technology.With this tech

nology, the bare die is directly attached to the circuit board with some conductive epoxy

(for thermal and electrical conductivity) and bondwires are placed between the bonding

pads on the chip and the gold-plated bondwire landing areas found on the circuit board.

The gold plating is necessary for the bondwire to properly adhere to the landing area.
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Fig. 7.1: Photograph of Chip-On-Board Area.

These bondwire landing areas on the board are designed to match the pitch on the IC to

avoidangled bondwires. Fig. 7.1 is a close-up photograph of the die attach area on the test

board. The die is located in thecenter right ofthe photo and theblack epoxy is used on the

edge of the die to protect the bondwires. Directly under the die (not shown) is a

gold-plated die-attach area which is shorted to GND. This allows a direct connection

between the Si substrate and the board GND,and a single GND is used on the test board to

minimize the impedance. The 4-layer test board was constructed with the standard FR4

material. Thetop layer is mainly used for signal routing where as the bottom layeris used

for control lines. The inner 'plane' layer that is 20 mils below the TOP layer is the com-
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Fig. 7.2: Test Setup.

mon board GND, and it also provides the GND reference for the RF signal lines. The other

inner *plane' layer is the supply layer, and it is broken into several power planes to

minimize the noise coupling as described in Chapter 6.
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The basic test setup for this experiment is shown in Fig. 7.2. Each supply pin is con

nected to a National Semiconductor LM317 voltage regulator [97] whose configuration is

shown in Fig. 7.3. Each regulator can be adjusted independently from others and the out

put voltage can be described as

1+-^Vout = 1-25
V

R
u

(7-1)

Each supply pin is also bypassed to GND with a lOpF Tantalum capacitor and a O.lpF

Ceramic chip capacitor. In addition to the on-chip master current source described in

Chapter 6, an optional external current source which is implemented with a National
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Fig. 7.3: Voltage Regulator Configuration.
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Semiconductor LM334 current source [98] can be used. The current source configuration

is shown in Fig. 7.4 and its currentlevel is set by adjusting according to the follow

ing equation.

, ^ 221[iV/KT ^ 68mV
out ~ P n

^set ^set
(7-2)
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For the experiment, the 100MHzsinusoidal reference frequency, is generated

by either a customized Vectron crystal oscillator (233FW-RL2) or a Rhode-Schwartz RF

signal generator (SME03). This signal comes on-board through a SMA connector and is

applied to a transformer (Mini-Circuit PSCJ-2-1) which converts the single-ended signal

to a balanced, differential signal. These components are also shown in Fig. 7.1. The out

puts of the transformer are DC level-shifted to a common-mode input voltage and termi

nated with two 50Q matching resistors. The common-mode input voltage can be adjusted

with a voltage regulator and is nominally set at 2.8V.

The balanced, differential outputs of the IC are loaded with two 50Q matching resis

tors and passed through two DC blocking caps. The DC blocking caps are used to remove

the DC content of the output signals to protect the spectrum analyzer. A ISO-degree RF

combiner (Mini-Circuit ZFSCJ-2-4) is used to combine the different outputs into a sin

gle-ended output. This single-ended output waveform is measured with HP8563E

Spectrum Analyzer and HP3048A PhaseNoise Measurement System for its performance.

7.3 Phase Noise Performance

Different modem RF equipment can be used to measure the single-sideband phase

noise of a frequency synthesizer. Some are dedicated phase noise measurement systems,

while others are general purpose Spectrum Analyzers with the built-in phase noise func

tion. In general, a spectrum analyzer with the phase noise measurenient capability (such as

the HP8563E series Spectrum Analyzer) offers a smaller dynamic range, hence, the phase
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noise floor is limited. Other systems that are dedicated to measure the frequency synthe

sizerperformance (such as HP3048A, HP4352S VCO/PLL Test System, or RDLsystems)

usually have a much lower noise floor.

The following measurement results arecollected from a HP3048A phase noise mea

surement system provided by National Semiconductor-Wireless Communication Group.

Themeasurement system is setup inside a Faraday cage which blocks virtually all RF sig

nals that are present in the ambient environment.

The measured single-sideband phase noise plot is shown in Fig. 7.5 with IS-137

requirements superimposed on the plot. Due toequipment limitation, only offset frequen

cies in the range of 10 kHz to 40 MHz can be measured. The phase noise profile agrees

with the analysis in Chapter 5 where the phase noise floor is roughly constant within the

reference frequency. The small increase in phase noise for low offset frequency may be

due to the 1// noise of the open-drain output buffer devices described in Chapter 6. The

measured phase noise in theconstant region is approximately -127 dBc/Hz.

For a carrierfrequency of 900MHz, thesingle-sideband phase noises of -120, -123

and -127 dBc/Hz at 30,60, and 330 kHz offsetfrequencies are measured. These offset fre

quencies are the critical ones that satisfy the IS-137 specification as summarized in

Table 6-1.
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Fig. 7.5: Single SidebandPhase NoisePlot with IS-137 Requirements.

100MHz

7.4 Spurious Tone Performance

The spurious tone measurement was performed by using the general purpose

HP8563E Spectrum Analyzer and sweeping through the frequency range around the car

rier frequency. Fig. 7.6 shows the spectral plot of the local oscillator output. The

center frequency is at 900 MHz. Within a frequency span of 160 MHz, no observable spu

rious tones are present. The nearest spurious tones appear at 100 MHz away from the cen

ter frequency (800 MHz or 1 GHz). Fig. 7.7 shows a 250-MHz span spectral plot of the
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LO output signal in the upper sideband. The spurious tones are found at 1 and 1.1 GHz

which are at integer multiples of 100 MHz away from the center frequency. The lower

sideband exhibits a very similar graph.

Although the nearest spurious tone of -30 dBc is measured, the location being 100

MHz away from the center frequency makes the spurious tone's effect on RF systems min

imal. In a typical RF transceiver system, the front-end RF filter attenuates signals that are

outside of the received RF bandwidth. In the case of IS-137, the RF bandwidth is only 25
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TABLE 7-1 Summary of the Prototype Characteristics

VdD 3.3V

Technology CMOS 0.35pm CMOS

Output Frequency 900 MHz

Output Level -lOdBm

Phase Noise -120 dBc/Hz @ 30kHz

-123 dBc/Hz @ 60kHz

-127 dBc/Hz @ 330kHz

Spurious Tones -30dBc @ lOOMHz o/s

-37dBc @ 200MHz o/s

Power Consumption 130mW

Active Area 1.2 X1.0 mm^
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The powerconsumption by blocks is summarized in the Table 7-2. The majority of

power is consumed in the buffers which are placed at each DLL output to ensure equal

loading (including both I/Q delay cells). These buffer stages are identical to the delay cell

shownin Fig.5.9 without the extracapacitors. Tokeepthe random timingerror low in the

same order of magnitude, the power consumed by these buffers are comparable to the

delay cells. Non-optimal charge pump and loop filter designs in this prototype also con

sume approximately 10% of the total current.

TABLE 7-2 Power Consumption by Blocks

Delay Chain 8.8mA

Buffer Cells 20.5mA

Edge Combiner 7.8mA

Phase Detector 0.6mA

Charge Pump/Loop Filter 1.8mA

-r- § r-riMl
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Fig. 7.8: Comparison of Recently Published Integrated VCO/PLLs.

One of the major advantages for the DLL-based frequency multiplier is that the

required additional hardware (delay cells and buffers) to generate the I and Q signals are

included on this prototype (shown in Fig. 6.1). With an additional edge combiner, the

quadrature local oscillator signal can be generated with a straightforward fashion and a

smallpower penalty (about 15%). In the case of a conventional PLL wherequadrature sig

nals are not available, various circuits (either active or passive) are required to generate

the I/Q signals, which may consume as much power as the PLL itself.

Fig. 7.8 shows a comparison of phase noise at 60kHz offset frequency from recently

published integrated VCO/PLLs. This work demonstrates a method to generate a local

oscillator signal with a very low phase noise at a low offset frequency. The list of publica

tions is included in the Reference [99] - [108].
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Chapter 8

Condusioii

8.1 Conclusion

It is clear that the growth in demand for wireless voice and data communications has

driven recent efforts to substantially increase the integration level of RF transceivers for

cost and form-factor reasons. One approach is to implement all the RF functions in the

low-cost CMOS technology, so that the RF and baseband sections can be combined in a

single chip. This in turn dictates an integrated CMOS implementation of the synthesizer

and local oscillator functions with the requisite phase noise performance.

The conventional approach for the local oscillator design using a PLL requires large

loop filter capacitors and does not suppress the poor phase noise performance of a mono

lithic VCO. The new transceiver architecture with a fixed-frequency LOj allows new

explorations of integrated low-phase-noise local oscillator design. This method has been

demonstrated using a wide loop bandwidth PLL example for a DCS1800 application.

However, for RF systems such as AMPS where the channel spacing is small and close-in

phase noise is extremely low, the wide loop bandwidth PLL does not provide enough sup-
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pression for the poor VCO phase noise that is mainly due to the low quality factor of the

on-chip spiral inductors.

The dissertation proposes a new concept using the DLL-based frequency multiplier

that offers a limited random timing error accumulation in the delay chain. This unique

accumulation pattem consequently achieves an excellent long-termjitter performancethat

is equivalent to low close-in phase noise. Thethesis also explores the fundamental perfor

mance limits of the proposed concept based on the thermal-noise-induced timing jitterof

delay cells in the DLL. The analysis suggests a constant phasenoiseprofile for offsetfre

quencies less than/^gyi and this agrees with both the intuition andtheexperimental result.

The result demonstrates that the DLL-based frequency multiplier approach in deed pro

vides a monolithic solution for a LOdesign whose phase noise is independent of the low-

Q on-chip componentand satisfiesthe stringent requirements of AMPS.

The specific research contributions of this work include (1) proposing a new local

oscillator architecture using a DLL-based frequency multiplier that breaks the traditional

LO phase noise limitations, (2) an analytical model that describes the phase noise perfor

mance of the proposed local oscillator architecture, (3) application of the DLL-based fre

quency multiplier to a monolithic CMOS low-phase-noise local oscillator for cellular

phone applications. In particular, the experimentalprototype generates a 900-MHz carrier

and is implemented in a O.SSjim CMOS technology. It achieves -123 dBc/Hz phase noise

at 60kHz offset while dissipating 130mW from a 3.3V supply. This approach demon

strates a fully-integrated CMOS local oscillator that satisfies the IS-137 standard.
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Practical power-dissipation levels required for applications of this type are in the

range of 25-75mW. This experimental prototype contains several design choices to facili

tate testability and flexibility. Significantamount of the power is dissipated in these redun

dant blocks which can be eliminated. It is projected that a fully-optimized synthesizer

producing both I and Q outputs at 900MHz using this architecture would dissipate about

1lOmW in 0.35|Lim technology and 80mW in 0.25iim technology, including mixer drive

power. While this dissipation is higher than what would be achieved with an external high-

Q varactor-tuned approach, the technique provides an attractive alternative where form

factor and maximum integration level are of critical importance.

An interesting continuation of this work would be to dramatically reduce the power

consumption with a minormodification on the DLL architecture. Onepossible solution is

to make the current one-pass delay chain into a re-circulating one. In the re-circulating

delay chain, the amount of delay stage and buffer hardware required is greatly reduced,

therefore the static power dissipation is substantially decreased as well. Furthermore, it

still maintains the same timing jitter accumulation pattem as the one-pass delay chain by

taking advantage of each relatively jitter-free edge coming from the crystal oscillator.

Since the delay stage and buffer dissipate well over 50% of power consumed in this cur

rent design, the new re-circulatingdelay chain method can potentially reduce the power by

a factor two to three.
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A.l Introduction

In this appendix, a closed-formequationfor the r.m.s. randomtiming error of the dif

ferential delay cell used in the phase noise performance analysis (Chapter 4) will be

derived. The delay cell circuit schematic wasshown in Fig. 5.9 and is repeatedin Fig. A.I.

This closed-form equation for the r.m.s. timing jitter of one delay cell is a function of the

circuit parameters. This appendix includes an abridged version of the r.m.s. timing error

analysis. Detailed derivationscan be found in the references [109][110][111].

A.2 RMS Timing Jitter Analysis

Fig. A.1 shows the differential delay cell with thermal noise sources associated with

each active transistor. Each delay cell is assumed to have a nominal time delay, , and a
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Fig. A.1: Differential Delay Stage with Thermal-Noise Sources.

2
random timing error, Ax. The random timing error has zero mean and variance a,. In a

simplifiedanalysis, the nominal delay, , is modeled as

~ ^sw
\Jssj

(A-1)

where and are the voltage swing and output load capacitance respectively, and I^s

is the tail current.

In this analysis, the random timing error can be estimated using the first crossing

approximation, shown in Fig. A.2. Since the slope of the output transition (assumed lin

ear) is iss^^L' voltage noise present at the output causes a random timing error which

can be described with the following relationship.

2 2

At =Av„ X
\2

\^ssj
(A-2)
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Av.

{SlewRate)'

Fig. A.2: Differential Delay Cell with PMOS Triode Load.

Combiningthis with Eq. A -1, we find the normalized timing error (the random tim

ing error normalized to the time delay)

— = '^n2 n

fc ^2 ( I \
ss

Jssj [ClVsJ
(A-3)

2

The voltage noise variance, Av„ , m Bq. A - 2 and Eq. A - 3 is the sum of thermal-noise

contributions from each transistor in Fig. A.l. Although the variance of these noise

sources depends on the state of the circuit, in this simplified analysis, they are assumedto

havethe values they would havewith the circuit in the balanced state.By using the tradi

tional noise model found in [112] and integrating the noise spectral density over the band

width of the lowpass filter formed by the load resistors and capacitors, we can write the

r.m.s. randomtiming error for one stage, normalized to the time delay per stage, as

At ^ ^^rms
U ^sw

(A-4)
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The normalized timing error is approximately equal to the voltage noise variance divided

by the signal swing (from Eq. A - 1 and Eq. A - 2). The voltage noise has the familiar

kT/C^ dependence and is a function of another modeling parameter called the noise con

tribution factor, ^. In this case, ^=Jl + where is the small-signal AC gain of the
delay stage.

The next level of complexity in analysis drops the assumption that the variance of

the noise sources is constant. Instead, one models the variance of the noise sources depend

on the mode of circuit operation: (I) balanced mode (when the output is switching between

two states, and transistors are all in linear or saturation region) (II) unbalanced mode

(whenthe output has reached a state, and some transistors are in cut-off mode). For exam

ple, the tail currentnoise at the output is zero in the "balanced" mode (the noise is com

mon-mode) and constant in the "unbalanced" mode. For NMOS input devices, the

opposite is true. For PMOS triode devices, the noise at the output is nearly the same

whether the system is in a balanced or unbalanced state. With these assumptions, the new

noise contribution factor is.

c /i . 2 ,1 -t/x. , ijl -t/x^=Jl+-a^(l-e )+-^a^e . (A-5)

where the time constant, t , is approximately equal to the time delay of the stage. The sec

ond term rises exponentially to its equilibrium value as previously considered (Eq. A - 4)

and the third term, due to the tail current noise, decays exponentially towards zero.
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The next level of complexity in analysis incorporates the effects of adjacent stages

and interstage amplification. Since the transition does not happen instantaneously, it is

possible that more than one delay stage can be activeat the same time. Therefore, a better

model is to consider two successive stages and also considerthe amplification of the noise

voltage from the previous stage. The resulting noise contribution factor, ^, for this model

ishigher by afactor of (l/2)(flj). With some re-arrangement, the new normalized random

timing error expression can be shown to be

1 t
t I c (V - V ) y)

or the r.m.s. random timing error is given by

Ax =/r^-^-t (A-7)
ss

This means the normalized r.m.s. timing error is the ratio of kT/C noise level to the gate

voltage overdrive.

A.3 Implications

Eq. A - 6 shows that the normalized random timing error is equal to the ratio

between the familiar kT/C^ noise power and the bias point for the differential

input transistors. The noise contribution factor, ^, is relatively constant for this design.
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The trade-off in choosing ^GS~^T is constrained by the voltageswing and interstage

2

gain (shown in Chapter 5). To minimize Ax at a fixed swing, the bias point

should be maximized subject to the constraint that the interstage gain is more than one.

For the itr/C^ trade-off, in orderto make a useful comparison, some assumptions have to

be made. The time delay, , has to be kept constant for different cases by adjusting the

circuit parameters. In this case, increasing decreases the normalized random timing

error as the square root rate at the expense of increasing power consumption and circuit

area. The noise contribution factor, is affected by the interstage gain, a^. Since is

constrained by Vj and noise amplification, it cannot be manipulated much to

improve ^.

This is an abridged version of the analysis, please refer to the references below for

details.
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Appendix B

Autocorrelation and Power Spectra

B.l Introduction

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide some background information on the ran

dom process theory which was used in the phase noise analysis in Chapter4. A more com

prehensive discussion on this subject can be found in [113][114][115][116][117] or most

technical books on random process.

B.2 Theory

Assume X(0 is a random process. For any particular timeinstant XOq) is a ran

dom variable. The first moment of the random variable (also known as its expected value)

is defined as

"'X(lo) - =£ "• -1)
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where ^x(ro)^"^ probability density function (PDF). If the random process, X(t), is

stationary, this PDF does not change as a function of time. The first moment thus does not

depend on t:

£[X(ro)] = E[Xit^)] = VrQ,?!. (B-2)

For Xj = X(r,) andXj = XC/j),define

j, ^2) ^ E\X-^ ' ^2^ ~ Mj *U2 ' X ~
00*—00 ^ 2

where "2) the joint probability density function of X, and Xj. The function

Rxxih' '2) called the autocorrelation function of the random process X(r), evaluated at

t = (r j, /j). If therandom process, X(/), is stationary, the second joint moment is indepen

dent of the absolute time reference, and depends only on the difference between and rj •

In this case, Eq. B - 3 can be re-written

/?xx(^l»^2) " ^xx(^2~^l)' X(0 Stationary. (B-4)

Let T= »or rj = +x. Bq. B - 4 can then be further simplified to

i?xx('̂ ) = E[X{t)Xit +x)], X(t) stationary. (B-5)

Eq. B - 5 is the more familiarform of the autocorrelation function. A weakerdefinitionfor

stationarity is a wide-sense stationary random process, in which the only restriction is that

the autocorrelation depends only on time difference, x. In the Gaussian distribution model

used in the analysis, the two conditions are equivalent. The autocorrelation function mea-
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sures how "similar" a particular value of a sample function is with another value that is t

units of time away.

If one can choose x such that and are practically independent, the autocorre

lation function reduces to,

Rxxi'̂ ) =ElX(t) •X(t +T)] =£[X(f)] •E[Xit +T)] =m^. (B -6)
2

The value of x for which Rxx('̂ ) to nix represents the time separation required for the

random process to become "uncorrelated", not all processes have such a x.

For processes of interest in this work,

E[X(0] = 0, Vr (B-7)

and there exists

= 0, for T> Tq . (B- 8)

The power spectral density of a stationary random process, X(0, is the Fourier

Transform of the autocorrelation function,

SUw) = F{£„„(t)} = r (B-9)
oo

B.3 Example

The following example illustrates the above theory using a simple random binary

waveform.
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Fig. B.l: A Sample Function of the Random BinaryWaveform.

The sample function X(0 shown in Fig. B.l is a random binary waveform that has

the following properties: (a) eachpulse is of duration ; (b) the twopossible pulse levels

-A and A are equally likely, and the value of X(t) in any one pulseinterval is statistically

independent of the values in allother intervals; (c) thestarting time T of Kit) is uniformly

distributed over (0, .

In order to find the power spectraldensityof this randomwaveform, we calculate the

autocorrelation function. Let /j, be two arbitrary values of time and assume that

0<t^<t2<Ti,,so -fjl <Tf,. Then X(fi) and ^(/j) are in the same pulse interval iff (see

Fig. B.l)

t^<T<t^ + T^

The probability that T is within this range is

P(t^ ^ r<», +Tj) = r =
Jt'i

(B-10)

(B-11)
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Letting x = »we can rewrite this result as

P(t2^T<ti +T^) = 1-^. (B-12)

Taking absolute values to allow negative arguments (because Rxx^h^ ~ ^i))' the

autocorrelation function is

£[X(O.X-(i +T)] = |i;|<r^. (B.13)

For |t|>r^, the random variables X(fj) and X(r,+t) are statistically independent

(that is, the times, and /j +x, are in differentpulses), and the autocorrelation is

E[X{t) • +T)] = = 0, hi>Tj. (B -14)

Combining these results, the autocorrelation function can be written

/Jxx(t) = (B-15)

where

1+:^. -T^^x<0
'b

0, otherwise. (B ^ 16)

The power spectral density is the Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation function:
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S^m) = •Sa{<S)T^/2), (B- 17)

where Tj •Sa^(a>T^/2) is the Fourier Transform of •Re-writing Eq. B- 17 gives

5^(00) =!n^, (B-18)

where n((o) = AT^^ -SaimTf^/l) is the Fourier Transform of a pulse or rectangular wave

form, rectix/Tf^).
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